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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
This document is a compendium of results of the 1995 Monitor Well Inspection and
Maintenance Program at the U.S.Department of Energy's Oak RidgeY-12 Plant. This
report documents the work relating to well inspections and maintenance requests.
Inspections are implemented in order to better assess the condition and maintenance needs
of wells that are actively being monitored. Currently this approach calls for inspecting all
wells on a routine (annual or triennial) basis which are:
(1) in an active sampling program;
(2) included in a hydrologic study; or
(3) not in service, but not scheduled for plugging and
abandonment.
Routine inspections help to ensure that representative groundwater samples and hydrologic
data are being collected, and contribute to the effective longevity of each well. This report
formally presents well inspection and maintenance activities that were conducted at the
Y-12 Plant from August through December 1995.
1.1 GUIDELINES AND PURPOSE
Groundwater monitoring, well inspection, and well maintenance are conducted as principal
elements of the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant Groundwater Protection Program (AJA Technical
Associates, Inc., 1996). Objectives, technical approach, and responsible parties of the
inspection and maintenance program are outlined in "Monitor Well Inspection and
Maintenance Plan for the Department of Energy Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge,Tennessee"
(HSW, 1991). This plan specifies that annual inspections be conducted on all wells being
actively monitored in the Y-12 Plant domain. Previous inspections and maintenance
requests can be referenced in "Results of Calendar Year 1994 Monitor Well Inspection and
Maintenance Program, Y-12 Plant, Oak Ridge, Tennessee"(McMaster, 1995).
The 1995 inspection of active wells, along with requests for maintenance of wells needing
upgrading, involved a total of 276 wells. A summary of all wells inspected and
maintenance activity is included, along with dates of inspection, well status, corresponding
Groundwater Program Sampling and Analysis Plan addendums, and plugging and
abandonment requests.
The current well inspection and maintenance plan (HSW, 1991) was implemented in
July 1991 with the intent of inspecting all active wells on a yearly basis. The remaining, or
inactive wells, are to be inspected every three years unless they are incorporated into the
active well network. Inspections for inactive wells conducted prior to June 1995, are
referenced in McMaster, 1995. This report contains results of annual inspections of active
wells within the Y-12 Groundwater Protection Program (GWPP) domain. Wells with
active status are inspected with regard to the criteria of a well inspection checklist created
for the Y-12 Plant Well Maintenance Program. Inactive wells are checked for the same
items, but require only a minimum of a cap and locking mechanism and identification
markings. If a need arises to incorporate an inactive well into the active well network, the
required upgraded maintenance can be performed at that time. Inactive wells at the Y-12
Plant are generally older generation wells, which have been utilized in earlier studies and
are no longer being monitored. Securing and keeping inactive wells that retain their
integrity is useful and cost effective, as they may be incorporated into future studies in lieu
of installation of new wells.
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Inactive wells which are determined to have been damaged and cannot be rehabilitated are
scheduled for plugging and abandonment. Typical findings for wells needing plugging and
abandonment include substandard well construction and damage to casings, screens, and
open monitoring intervals.
1.2 METHOD
Procedure G-001 details the well inspection methodology and is contained in the well
inspection and maintenance plan (HSW, 1991). A synopsis of the inspection method is
presented below.
Well inspections consist of site visits to individual wells. Checklists are completed for all
components of the condition of the well and its accessibility. Well inspection checklists are
reviewed by the GWPP manager or designee to ensure that each well meets the established
criteria and is satisfactory for use. If a well does not meet these criteria, the problems are
identified and a request for well maintenance is issued for the necessary work. The type of
maintenance required, along with a description of the requested maintenance activity, is
recorded on the maintenance request form. Maintenance items are classed as either primary
or secondary. Primary items are those which may affect the quality of groundwater samples
and other hydrologic information. They include the condition of the well casing, well
security, and condition of the screened or open interval. Secondary items are those which
generally do not affect the integrity of representative groundwater samples and include well
access, well identification, concrete pad, and protective posts.
The requested maintenance is performed and a follow-up inspection is done to ensure the
work is acceptable. Detailed records of all inspections and maintenance performed on wells
at the Y-12 Plant are kept by the GWPP manager or an authorized designee. A brief
description of each inspection item is as follows:
(1) Well Casing(s): Wells at the Y-12 Plant are constructed with steel, stainless steel, or
PVC casing and are inspected for signs of physical deterioration that may affect the
structural integrity of the well (such as cracks, corrosion, breaks, or bends). The exposed
portion of the annular grout seal is also inspected for signs of deterioration, such as a loose
well casing. Some wells located in high traffic areas may be accessed via flush-mount
manholes. Wells with this type of completion are inspected for proper installation of the
manhole; checking the condition of manhole cover and seal; and determining the condition
of the well casing and exposed portion of the annular grout seal in the manhole itself.
(2) Surface Seal (Concrete Pad): A surface seal of neat cement or concrete surrounds
die well casing to prevent surface runoff from entering and infiltrating down the annulus of
the well. The surface seal is inspected for cracks and deterioration.
3) Protective Posts: To protect the well from collision damage, guardposts are installed
around a well. Posts are inspected for proper height (minimum of 3 ft); presence and
condition of high traffic yellow paint; and proper positioning between well and traffic
approach.
4) Hasp, Cap, and Lock: All wells at the Y-12 Plant are equipped with caps and locks
1-2

to prevent unauthorized entry. Steel, slip-on caps are used for both stainless steel and
carbon steel casings, and PVC screw-down or watertight caps for PVC casings. Locks are
inspected for corrosion or malfunction and are replaced, if damaged or otherwise
unusable.
(5) Well Identification: Wells are inspected to ensure that stainless steel identification
tags are attached to the well casing and that any additional required identifying markings are
present The stainless steel tag is required for active wells.
(6) Well Access: All active monitoring wells must be accessible by road and each access
road is inspected for wash-outs, fallen trees, construction fencing, or site closure activities
that may result in the isolation of a well.
(7) Sediment Accumulation Requiring Downhole Maintenance: Many wells
accumulate sediment at the bottom which may plug the screen or open interval if the well is
not properly developed. This can affect the performance of the well and possibly the quality
of chemical analyses. Inspections are made for sediment accumulation through
measurements of well depth and comparisons with well construction information. If 20
percent or greater of the screened or open interval is found to be filled with sediment, steps
are taken to rehabilitate the well and clear the interval.
Well depth discrepancy may also reflect an error in the original well construction
information. A number of older generation wells had depth discrepancies and were found
to be several feet deeper or several feet shallower when no sediment accumulation or
obstruction was found to be present It is also suspected that in some cases, survey data
concerning ground surface elevation for a well may have been inadvertently used as the top
of casing elevation, causing the recorded constructed well depth to differ by approximately
the height of the casing stick-up.
Depth discrepancies are noted in the comments section of the well inspection form. If the
total constructed depth of a well that has been determined to need rehabilitation cannot be
recovered, and the redevelopment progress is deemed satisfactory through oversight, the
subsurface data base manager at the Y-12 Plant is notified and appropriate comments
regarding the depth discrepancy are then included with the original well construction data.
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2.0 EXPLANATION OF APPENDICES
Appendix A: Well Inspection/Maintenance Summary
This appendix is a summary of all wells inspected between August and December, at the
Y-12 Plant Wells are listed with their corresponding checklist number, date of the
inspection of the well, well status, maintenance request number (if the well needs
maintenance or upgrading), plugging and abandonment request number (if the well is
damaged beyond repair), and corresponding Sampling and Analysis Plan addendums if
they reflect any change in well status.
Appendix B:

Active Well Inspections

Lists individual inspections of wells classified as active (currently being sampled) at the
beginning of the calendar year, as specified by the Sampling and Analysis Plan.
Inspections for each well include primary and secondary inspection items. Primary items
are those components of a monitoring well that ensure groundwater samples and
hydrologic information collected from the well are representative of aquifer condition.
These components include condition of the well casing, screened or open interval of the
well, and well security. Secondary inspection items are those components of a well that
generally do not affect the collection of representative groundwater quality samples or
hydrologic information. These include well access, well identification, a surface concrete
pad, and protective guard posts.
Appendix C: Requests for Well Resurveys
Appendix C lists requests for wells needing to be resurveyed due to casing height
alteration, or if a question exists concerning the location of a well.
Appendix D: Completed Well Maintenance Requests
Appendix D documents maintenance performed on individual wells pertaining to
inspections and other routine maintenance needs.
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APPENDIX A
WELL INSPECTION/MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

EXPLANATION
Inspection Checklist Number
95-001 -

Unique number assigned to each well: two digit number designating
the inspection year (calendar) followed by a three digit number

Current Status
A

-

Active Well, to be reinspected each calendar year

I

-

Inactive Well, to be reinspected once every three calendar years

Maintenance Request Number
95-001P

- Primary maintenance required, first maintenance request of CY 1995

95-002S

- Secondary maintenance required, second maintenance request of CY 1995

95-003PS - Primary and secondary maintenance required, third maintenance request of
CY1995
Plugging and Abandonment Request Number

,

95-001P/A - First well requested to be plugged and abandoned in 1995
SAP Addendum Number
Sampling and Analysis Plan Addendum: modification issued by the Y-12 GWPP to the
existing monitoring program

ft

Change
In
Status

• i-nnnwu wmivir-ii I •

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

Current
Status

1090

UNCS

A

no

95-115

10/19/95

QW-005

OLF

A

no

95-122

10/23/95

95-027S.95-034S

QW-008

OLF

A

no

95-125

10/23/95

95-034S

QW-012

OLF

A

no

95-126

10/23/95

95-034S

GW-014

BG

A

no

95-081

10/16/95

95-027S

QW-040

BG

A

no

95-046

10/12/95

95-015S

QW-042

BG

A

no

95-047

10/12/95

95-015S

QW-043

BG

A

no

95-032

10/11/95

95-029S

QW-044

BG

A

no

95-033

10/11/95

95-029S

GW-046

BG

A

no

95-080

10/17/95

GW-047

BG

I

yes

95-057

10/13/95

95-023S

GW-053

BG

A

no

95-066

10/16/95

95-026S.95-041S

GW-056

BG

A

no

95-075

10/16/95

GW-057

BG

A

no

95-076

10/16/95

GW-061

BG

I

yes

95-23

10/1/95

95-065

10/16/95

GW-064

OLF

I

yes

95-23

10/1/95

95-016

10/2/95

GW-066

OLF

A

no

95-097

10/18/95

GW-068

BG

A

no

95-249

11/10/95

GW-069

BG

A

no

95-071

10/16/95

GW-071

BG

A

no

95-250

11/10/95

GW-072

BG

A

no

95-251

11/10/95

GW-073

OLF

A

no

95-127

10/23/95

GW-074

OLF

A

no

95-128

10/23/95

GW-075

OLF

A

no

95-124

10/23/95

GW-076

OLF

A

no

95-123

10/23/95

Effective Date

10/1/95

95-23

A-1

95-041S

95-027S

95-041S

95-027S.95-034S

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Current
Status

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Effective Date

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

GW-079

BG

A

no

95-007

8/17/95

95-005S.95-009S.95-036S

GW-080

BG

A

no

95-008

8/17/95

95-005S.95-009S.95-036S

GW-082

BG

A

no

95-248

11/10/95

95-038S

GW-084

OLF

A

no

95-034

10/11/95

GW-085

OLF

A

no

95-036

10/11/95

GW-095

BG

A

no

95-068

10/16/95

95-041S

GW-100

S3

A

no

95-100

10/18/95

95-046S

GW-101

S3

A

no

95-134

10/24/95

GW-108

S3

A

no

95-261

11/10/95

95-032S

GW-109

S3

A

no

95-262

11/10/95

95-032S

GW-115

S3

A

no

95-024

10/10/95

GW-124

S3

A

no

95-098

10/18/95

GW-127

S3

A

no

95-135

10/24/95

GW-141

LIV

A

no

95-064

10/16/95

GW-142

KHQ

A

no

95-174

10/27/95

GW-143

KHQ

A

no

95-172

10/27/95

95-047S

GW-144

KHQ

A

no

95-173

10/27/95

95-047S

GW-145

KHQ

A

no

95-168

10/27/95

GW-146

KHQ

A

no

95-169

10/27/95

GW-147

KHQ

A

no

95-171

10/27/95

GW-148

NHP

A

no

95-197

10/31/95

GW-149

NHP

A

no

95-198

10/31/95

GW-151

NHP

A

no

95-200

11/2/95

GW-153

NHP

A

no

95-203

11/2/95

GW-154

NHP

A

no

95-205

11/2/95

95-033S

!

Current
Status

Change
In
Status

Well Number

Location

GW-156

CRSDB

A

no

GW-158

CRSDB

I

yes

GW-159

CRSDB

A

GW-160

CRBAWP

GW-161

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Effective Date

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

95-147

10/25/95

95-028S

95-002

8/10/95

95-012S.95-028S

no

95-145

10/25/95

95-028S

A

no

95-142

10/24/95

CRBAWP

A

no

95-141

10/24/95

GW-162

BG

A

no

95-014

10/9/95

GW-169

EXP-UV

A

no

95-259

11/10/95

GW-170

EXP-UV

A

no

95-258

11/10/95

GW-171

EXP-UV

A

no

95-255

11/10/95

95-041S

GW-172

EXP-UV

A

no

95-256

11/10/95

95-041S

GW-175

CRSP

A

no

95-114

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-177

CRSP

A

no

95-111

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-181

CRSP

A

no

95-106

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-184

RQ

A

no

95-153

10/25/95

95-021S

GW-186

RQ

A

no

95-150

10/25/95

GW-187

RQ

A

no

95-152

10/25/95

GW-188

RQ

A

no

95-151

10/25/95

GW-191

B4

A

no

95-265

12/13/95

GW-192

B4

A

no

95-266

12/13/95

GW-194

B4

A

no

95-263

12/13/95

GW-195

B4

A

no

95-264

12/13/95

GW-199

GRID 11

A

no

95-237

11/9/95

GW-203

UNCS

A

no

95-116

10/19/95

GW-205

UNCS

A

no

95-117

10/19/95

GW-207

EXP-SR

A

no

95-238

11/9/95

95-24

10/1/95

A-3

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Current
Status

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

QW-208

EXP-SR

A

no

95-239

11/9/95

GW-217

LIV

A

no

95-140

10/24/95

QW-220

NHP

A

no

95-199

11/2/95

GW-221

UNCS

A

no

95-120

10/19/95

GW-222

NHP

A

no

95-201

11/2/95

QW-223

NHP

A

no

95-202

11/2/95

GW-228

OLF

A

no

95-094

10/18/95

GW-229

OLF

A

no

95-095

10/18/95

QW-230

EXP-UV

A

no

95-257

11/10/95

GW-231

KHQ

A

no

95-170

10/27/95

GW-232

EXP-UV

A

no

95-260

11/10/95

95-011S

GW-236

S3

A

no

95-096

10/18/95

95-027S.95-041S

GW-240

NHP

A

no

95-204

11/2/95

GW-241

CRSDB

I

yes

95-001

8/10/95

GW-243

S3

A

no

95-129

10/23/95

GW-244

S3

A

no

95-131

10/24/95

GW-245

S3

A

no

95-130

10/24/95

GW-246

S3

A

no

95-133

10/24/94

QW-247

S3

A

no

95-132

10/24/95

GW-248

BQ

A

no

95-092

10/17/95

95-027S.95-042S

GW-249

BQ

A

no

95-252

11/10/95

95-039S

GW-250

BQ

A

no

95-253

11/10/95

95-039S

GW-251

S2

A

no

95-184

10/30/95

GW-252

S2

I

yos

95-11

7/1/95

95041

10/12/95

GW-255

S2

I

y«s

95-11

7/1/95

95-055

10/13/95

Effective Date

10/1/95

95-24

A-4

95 -006S.95-019S.95-0
95-014S

95-041S

95-012S.95-028S

Chang*
In
Status

SAP

P&A

Addendum
Number

Request
Number

Well Number

Location

Current
Status

GW-257

BG

A

no

GW-261

SY

1

yes

95-11

GW-262

SY

1

yes

GW-263

SY

1

GW-264

SY

GW-274

Effective Date

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Datt

Maintenance
Request
Number

95-093

10/17/95

7/1/95

95-086

10/9/95

95-11

7/1/95

95-087

10/9/95

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-083

10/9/95

1

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-084

10/9/95

SY

A

no

95-275

12/13/95

GW-275

SY

A

no

95-276

12/13/95

GW-276

S3

A

no

95-027

10/10/95

GW-287

BG

A

no

95-072

10/16/95

GW-288

BG

A

no

95-090

10/17/95

95-027S

GW-289

BG

A

no

95-091

10/17/95

95-027S

GW-290

BG

A

no

95-088

10/17/95

95-027S

GW-291

BG

A

no

95-089

10/17/95

95-027S

GW-292

ECRWP

A

no

95-101

10/18/95

GW-293

ECRWP

A

no

95-102

10/18/95

GW-294

ECRWP

A

no

95-103

10/18/94

GW-296

ECRWP

A

no

95-104

10/18/95

GW-298

L III

A

no

95-003

8/10/95

GW-299

L 111

A

no

95-004

8/10/95

GW-300

L HI

A

no

95-005

8/10/95

GW-301

l_ III

A

no

95-143

10/24/95

GW-302

UNCS

A

no

95-118

10/19/95

GW-303

CRSDB

1

yes

95-24

10/1/95

95-144

10/25/95

95-001 S.95-028S

GW-304

CRSDB

1

yes

95-24

10/1/95

95-146

10/25/95

95-028S

GW-305

LIV

A

no

95-138

10/24/95

A-5

95-027S.95-042S

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY
Change
In
Status

Wall Number

Location

Current
Status

QW-311

RS

A

no

GW-312

RS

I

yes

GW-315

SPI

A

no

QW-317

SPI

I

yes

QW-321

ADB

A

no

QW-337

WCPA

1

yes

GW-338

WCPA

A

GW-339

UNCS

GW-346

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Effective Date

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

95-037

10/11/95

95-038

10/11/95

95-031

10/10/95

95-028

10/10/95

95-154

10/25/95

95-268

12/13/95

no

95-267

12/13/95

A

no

95-119

10/19/95

S3

A

no

95-099

10/18/95

QW-347

S3

1

yet

95-23

10/1/95

95-029

10/10/95

QW-348

S3

1

yes

95-23

10/1/95

95-030

10/10/95

GW-363

OLF

A

no

95-053

10/13/95

QW-370

BG

1

yes

95-051

10/13/95

GW-372

BG

A

no

95-049

10/13/95

QW-373

BG

A

no

95-050

10/13/95

GW-380

NHP

A

no

95-206

11/2/95

GW-381

NHP

1

yes

95-16

8/30/95

95-207

11/2/95

GW-382

NHP

1

yes

95-16

8/30/95

95-208

11/2/95

QW-383

NHP

A

no

95-209

11/2/95

GW-384

NHP

A

no

95-210

11/3/95

QW-385

NHP

A

no

95-211

11/3/95

GW-511

CRSP

A

no

95-105

10/19/95

GW-512

ADB

A

no

95-155

10/26/95

GW-513

ADB

A

no

95-156

10/26/95

GW-514

ADB

A

no

95-157

10/26/95

95-23

10/1/95

95-23

10/1/95

95-16

8/30/95

10/1/95

95-23

A-6

Maintenance
Request
Number

94-022S

95-034S

95-028S

WtLL INSKtU IIUN / MAIN I tNANCE SUMMARY
Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Well Number

Location

GW-521

LIV

A

no

95-137

10/24/95

GW-522

LIV

A

no

95-139

10/24/95

GW-537

LDS

A

no

95-035

10/11/95

GW-539

CDLVII

A

no

95-165

10/26/95

GW-540

CDLVII

A

no

95-167

10/26/95

GW-541

CDLVII

A

no

95-162

10/26/95

GW-542

CDLVII

A

no

95-161

10/26/95

GW-543

CDLVII

A

no

95-160

10/26/95

GW-544

CDLVII

A

no

95-164

10/26/95

GW-546

CDLVII

A

no

95-166

10/26/95

GW-557

SPAD

A

no

95-181

10/30/95

GW-560

SPAD

A

no

95-176

10/30/95

GW-562

SPAD

A

no

95-175

10/30/95

GW-564

SPAD

A

no

95-177

10/30/95

GW-603

NHP

A

no

95-242

11/9/95

GW-604

NHP

A

no

95-243

11/9/95

GW-605

NHP

A

no

95-240

11/9/95

GW-606

NHP

A

no

95-241

11/9/95

GW-608

CRSP

A

no

95-109

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-609

CRSP

A

no

95-110

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-610

CRSP

A

no

95-113

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-611

CRSP

A

no

95-112

10/19/95

95-028S

GW-613

S3

A

no

95-025

10/10/95

95-002S.95-010S

GW-614

S3

A

no

95-026

10/10/95

95-002S.95-010S

GW-615

S3

A

no

95-136

10/24/95

A-7

Effective Date

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Current
Status

95-040S.95-047S

95-045S

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Current
Status

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

;

GW-617

S3

A

no

95-270

12/13/95

i

QW-618

S3

A

no

95-269

12/13/95

,

GW-619

S3

A

no

95-185

10/30/95

GW-620

S3

A

no

95-186

10/30/95

QW-621

BG

A

no

95-062

10/16/95

QW-627

BG

A

no

95-067

10/16/95

GW-637

OLF

I

no

95-054

10/13/95

QW-639

OLF

A

no

95-022

10/9/95

GW-640

BG

A

no

95-023

10/9/95

GW-641

BG

A

no

95-082

10/9/95

GW-642

BG

A

no

95-048

10/13/95

GW-644

OLF

A

no

95-085

10/9/95

GW-652

BG

I

yes

95-069

10/16/95

GW-653

BG

A

no

95-070

10/16/95

GW-654

BG

A

no

95-006

8/17/95

GW-683

EXPA

A

no

95-079

10/16/95

GW-684

EXPA

A

no

95-077

10/16/95

GW-685

EXPA

A

no

95-078

10/16/95

GW-694

EXPB

A

no

95-061

10/13/95

95-041S

GW-695

EXPB

A

no

95-058

10/13/95

95-041S

GW-703

EXPB

A

no

95-059

10/13/95

GW-704

EXPB

A

no

95-060

10/13/95

GW-706

EXPB

A

no

95-063

10/16/95

GW-709

Lll

A

no

95-159

10/26/95

GW-710

EXPW

A

no

95-011

9/20/95

;

;

95-23

95-23

Effective Date

10/1/95

10/1/95

95-041S

95-037S

95-016S

95-005S.95-009S

95-041S

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Datt

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

Current
Status

GW-711

EXPW

A

no

95-010

9/20/95

GW-712

EXPW

A

no

95-013

9/20/95

GW-713

EXPW

A

no

95-009

9/20/95

GW-714

EXPW

A

no

95-012

9/20/95

GW-715

EXPW

A

no

95-121

10/23/95

GW-723

EXPC

A

no

95-042

10/12/95

GW-724

EXPC

A

no

95-017

10/2/95

GW-725

EXPC

A

no

95-043

10/12/95

GW-731

CRSDB

A

no

95-148

10/25/95

95-028S

GW-732

CRSDB

A

no

95-149

10/25/95

95-028S.95-030S

GW-733

EXPJ

A

no

95-244

11/10/95

GW-735

EXPJ

A

no

95-246

11/10/95

GW-736

EXPC

A

no

95-044

10/12/95

GW-737

EXPC

A

no

95-045

10/12/95

GW-738

EXPC

A

no

95-018

10/2/95

GW-739

EXPC

A

no

95-040

10/12/95

GW-740

EXPC

A

no

95-015

10/2/95

GW-742

CRSP

A

no

95-108

10/19/95

95-018S.95-028S.95-043S

GW-743

CRSP

A

no

95-107

10/19/95

95-018S.95-028S

GW-744

GridK

A

no

95-217

11/6/95

GW-745

GridK

A

no

95-218

11/6/95

GW-746

GridK

A

no

95-216

11/6/95

GW-747

GridK

A

no

95-213

11/6/95

GW-748

GridK

A

no

95-215

11/6/95

GW-749

GridK

A

no

95-214

11/6/95

A-9

Effective Date

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Current
Status

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Date

Well Number

Location

QW-750

EXPJ

A

no

95-245

11/10/95

QW-751

GridJ3

A

no

95-220

11/6/95

QW-752

GrldJ3

A

no

95-219

11/6/95

QW-757

Lll

A

no

95-158

10/26/95

QW-758

GridE

A

no

95-192

10/31/95

QW-759

GridE

A

no

95-191

10/31/95

GW-760

GridE

A

no

95-189

10/30/95

QW-761

GridE

A

no

95-190

10/30/95

QW-763

GridJ

A

no

95-279

12/14/96

QW-764

GridE

A

no

95-195

10/31/95

QW-765

GridE

A

no

95-196

10/31/95

QW-766

Grid 12

A

no

95-230

11/9/95

QW-767

Grid 12

A

no

95-231

11/9/95

QW-768

GRID 12

A

no

95-236

11/9/95

QW-769

GridG

A

no

95-187

10/30/95

QW-770

GridG

A

no

95-188

10/30/95

QW-771

GridC

A

no

95-194

10/31/95

QW-772

GridC

A

no

95-193

10/31/95

QW-773

GridH2

A

no

95-235

11/9/95

QW-774

GridH2

A

no

95-234

11/9/95

QW-775

GridH

A

no

95-232

11/5/95

QW-776

GrldH

A

no

95-233

11/9/95

QW-777

GridB2

1

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-277

12/14/95

GW-778

GridB2

1

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-278

12/14/95

QW-779

GridF2

A

no

95-224

11/8/95

A-10

Effective Date

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Maintenance
Request
Number

Change
In
Status

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

Maintenance
Request
Number

Well Number

Location

Current
Status

GW-780

GrWF2

A

no

95-223

11/8/95

GW-781

GridE3

A

no

95-228

11/8/95

GW-782

GridE3

A

no

95-229

11/8/95

GW-783

GridE3

A

no

95-227

11/8/95

GW-784

GridD

I

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-272

12/13/95

GW-785

GridD

I

yes

95-11

7/1/95

95-271

12/13/95

GW-786

GridE2

A

no

95-221

11/8/95

GW-787

GridE2

A

no

95-222

11/8/95

GW-788

GridF3

A

no

95-225

11/8/95

GW-789

GridF3

A

no

95-226

11/8/95

GW-791

GridD

A

no

95-274

12/13/95

95-031S

GW-792

GridD

A

no

95-273

12/13/95

95-031S

GW-793

AGLLSF

A

no

95-052

10/13/95

GW-794

AGLLSF

A

no

95-021

10/9/95

GW-795

AGLLSF

A

no

95-056

10/13/95

95-003S

GW-796

SPAD

A

no

95-183

10/30/95

95-004S

GW-797

SPAD

A

no

95-179

10/30/95

GW-798

SPAD

A

no

95-182

10/30/95

GW-799

SPAD

A

no

95-178

10/30/95

GW-800

OLF

I

yes

95-039

10/11/95

GW-801

SPAD

A

no

95-180

10/30/95

GW-816

EXP-SR

A

no

95-247

11/10/95

GW-817

EXP-SR

A

no

95-212

11/3/95

GW-827

CDLVII

A

yes

95-02

2/14/95

95-163

10/26/95

GW-828

OLF

A

yes

95-05

4/03/95

95-020

10/2/95

Effective Date

•

10/1/95

95-23

A-11

WELL INSPECTION / MAINTENANCE SUMMARY

Well Number

Location

GW-829

OLF

Current
Status
A

Change
In
Status
yes

SAP
Addendum
Number

P&A
Request
Number

95-05

Effective Date
4/03/95

A- 19

Inspection
Checklist
Number

Inspection
Date

95-019

10/2/95

Maintenance
Request
Number

APPENDIX B
ACTIVE WELL INSPECTIONS

SITE EXPLANATION

(1) LOCATION

UNCS
UOV
WCPA
Y-12

Ash Disposal Basin
Above Grade Low-Level Storage Facility
Beta-4 Security Pits
Bear Creek Burial Grounds Waste Management Area
Construction/Demolition Landfill VI
Construction/Demolition Landfill VII
Chestnut Ridge Borrow Area and Waste Pile
Y-12 Coal Pile
Chestnut Ridge Deer Trap 10
Chestnut Ridge Sediment Disposal Basin
Chestnut Ridge Security Pits
East Chestnut Ridge Wastepile
Exit Pathway Transects A, B, C, W, UV(Union Valley)
Bldgs. 9754 & 9754-2 Fuel Facility
Phase 1; Groundwater Contaminant Assessment Program
Industrial Landfill II
Industrial Landfill IV
Industrial Landfill V
Kerr Hollow Quarry
Lysimeter Demo Site
New Hope Pond
Oil Landfarm
Oak Ridge Sludge Farm
Ravine Disposal Site
Rust Garage
Rogers Quarry
Rust Spoil Area
S2Site
S3 Site
Spoil Area I
Y-12 Salvage Yard
United Nuclear Corporation Site
Uranium Oxide Vault
Waste Coolant Processing Area
Y-12 Plant

N/A

Information Not Available

ADB
AGLLSF

B4
BG
CDLVI
CDLVH
CRBAWP
CPT
CRDT-10
CRSDB
CRSP
ECRWP
EXP

FTF

Grid

LH

LIV

LV
KHQ

LDS
NHP
OLF
ORSF
RDS

RG
RQ
RS
S2
S3
SPI
SY

(2)

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-115
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumben_
Site:"

1090

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

UNC

Unknown
Unknown

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X

a

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMmss lock?

X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEanON:
I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

98.0

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or "M'ti"nri gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTHCAnON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X

gyres

2. Is the well number legiWe?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
I. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?

X

3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:

X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

9
X

ma
X

•
X

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 199S

COMMENTS
To install protective cuing on this well would involve breaking out existing concrete pad and risking damage to PVC cuing. Casing is
acceptable as is.
Inspection Date:

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-l

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-122
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site"

GW-005
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

13.1

WELL CASINGS:
1.1» the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the sted, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a wataproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are tbe hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

ill

DOWNHOLECXMrtHTION:

| X |
15.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within tbe well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? TfrplMn-

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m
53BS

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are tbe guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

95-027S.95-034S

Inspected By:

10/23/95

B-2

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-125
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conaructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

YIJS

NO
X1

1. Is the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

pi

Hi

ZJ
iH
HI
x|

N/A
X
X
X
X

K$gf|

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeiybrass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
| X |
24.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

ft.
%

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

•)WMWi

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructioas (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU? Explain:

WELL IDENTlFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ill
ill

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard poets damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
954B4S

* well ciuns evUV

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/23/95

B-3

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-126
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-012
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

2.0
Y0&

ft.
ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?

Hi

my

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONOTION:

X
X
X

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

18.8

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents &> of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction! occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION rTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked (ales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

in

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

lip
III

IP

X
X
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Requett no*, for tf^r*^

performed on this well in 1995
95-034S

Well Winrd inrtiilti\iooi removed Mid n•placed for noeuurenicnL Giurdposts motilv covered bv fil

Inspection Date:

Impeded By:

10/23/95

B-4

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-081
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-014
BG

ZO
14.4

ftft

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:

WELL CASINGS:

j ^ ] Steel

|

X Stainless Steel

[ PVC

NO

YES

mi
ml

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the iteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfrass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

§ii

| X |
153
X
X

•

ft.

m1

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

nil
m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

ill

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

Inspected By:

10/16/95

B-5

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-046
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber:_
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Consmicted Depth:

GW-040
BG

ft.

2.0
31.6

ft

1. It the iteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:

| X I

1. Ii a meaairement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

33.5

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

DARYINSPEC
WELL ACCESS:

NO
I X I

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Call HP for entrance and checkout

YES

N/A

•
•

WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

III

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adfqiiatc height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X

WELL MAINTENANCERBQUESTI
Requeit noj. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

95-O1SS

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

10/12/95

Inspected By:

B-6

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-047
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

§1

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?

il

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

X
| X |
323

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL ECNTTFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

•iij

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

Hi

•Ml

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-015S

COMMENTS
Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement

B-7

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-032
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

|

WELL CASINGS:

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

X1

1. Ii the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

nil
Z°J
ipj
x]

WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X
X

in

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
| X |
37.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Meuured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acces* to weU? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Itcm(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-029S

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

10/11/95

Inspected By:

B-8

McMtster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-033
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-044
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WJO
61.2

ft.
ft

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

in

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEHTfON:
| X |
6Z9

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION FIEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceas lo weH? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

PI

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

1

m

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X
X
X

X
mm.
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are Ihe guardposts positioned lo prevent collision damage to weU?
3. Are the guardtntti of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for

•nee performed on this well in 1995
95-029S

ir4 instil lit ion i removed

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/11/95

B-9

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-080
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITbMi:

WELL CASINGS:

\^\ Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

m

X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

Wm

X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONianON:
| X |
215

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?

•

2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
accen to well? Explain:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

ill

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

P;1

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

ill
ill

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
|
|Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Well Wizard installation: removed and renlaced for measurement.

B-10

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-057
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-047
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

26.0

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAirus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

m

iH

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
| X |
26.5

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attach! dto
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

•1

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged7
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to weU?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995
95-023S

Well Wizard iiutilulion: removed md reslaced for measurement

B-ll

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-066
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-053
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft

5.0
33.9

"ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

X I Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

YES

NO

N/A

~3T

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURnY:

Up!

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

X
X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point nurked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Manured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X |
33.8

•

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

mi

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guvdpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

95-O26S.95-041S

Inspected By:

10/16/95

B-12

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-075
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-056
EXPA

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

59.3

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURnY:

J

1. Does the well have a cap or ltd?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steeiybrass lock?

X
X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

IX [

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?

58.9
Sec comments

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the acces* road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

iM

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

ill
X

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST |
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Well'

Inspection Date:

Request noi. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

I installation: removed and replaced for measurement No sediment accumulation.

10/16795

Inspected By:

B-13

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-076
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAtfass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWrffiOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

it!
ip

ft

X
X
X

I xI
24.8
See comments

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to weU?
3. Are the guardpoos of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
[Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

No significant sediment accumulation: measurement is solid tag on bottom.

Inspection Date:

10/16795

Inspected By:

B-14

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-065
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. It the steel or stainless steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeUbtut lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I XI
27.8

ft.

10

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttructioni (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

iii

Z Is the well number legibte?

nip

3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETE PAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

ft

ill

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts potitioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-15

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-016
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:

GW-064
OLF

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

PVC

55.1

NO

YES

N/A

X1

mi
ii|
lill
ffH

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

ZZJ
pi
x]

WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X
X

ill
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Meuured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
55.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/2/95

Inspected By:

B-16

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-097
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:'

GW-066
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

HI

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

il

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECXINDrnON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

57.7
Unknown

•

ft.

4. Is this value. > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: See Comments

•

WELL IDENTIFICATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

Pi

CONCRETEPAD:

q

1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(t)

Request noc. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

This well has had cuing cut and replaced to retrieve a bailer stuck below a kink in the cuing. A resurvev of the top of casing elevation
will need to be performed. Well located on edge of cap; no pad, and posts are covered by fill. Access is by driving on cap to well-site.
Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/18/95

B-17

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-249
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

[

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:

HI

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

X
X
X

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

85.3

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

IP?

X
X
X

illX

X

lii

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
[
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

installation: removed and replaced for measurement

Inspection Date:

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-18

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-071
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

III

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

mil

2. Does the well have a waterproof Jteel/brm lock?

ft

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
1013

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttructioa* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFiCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

Hi

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1MMMMMMi
Well Wizard installation* r crooved wid reDisced for mcasuTcmcnL

Inspection Date:

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-19

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-250
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth;

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of tbe protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

up
ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelferus lock?

iH

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTIK»I:

X
X
X

| X[

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

221.5

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does tbe access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
tbe outermost caiing?

M
HtJj

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

Ml

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are tbe guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is tbe high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itero(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement

Inspection Date:

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-20

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-251
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
She"

GW-072

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

BG

10.6

ft.

101.9

ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:

WELL CASINGS:

j Steel

lliiliil
|

IT] Stainless Steel

[PVC

NO

YES

m
flu

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?

iH

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNrKXJE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

[ xI
101.7

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represent! % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENraiCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

iH
Hi!
ipl

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

ipl

HI

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request noi. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-21

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-127
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber_
Site:

GW-073
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

10^0
82.3

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:

III

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steetfoass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap aid/or metal cuing?

lit

DOWNIWLE CONDITION:

| X |
81.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X

4. Is mis value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur withm the well?

X
X
X

ft.
%

lip

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does o e access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate wkh engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ii

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells omy)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

III

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gnsrdpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for m«tn»n»twf performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed

Inspection Date:

10/23/95

Inspected By:

B-22

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-128
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-074

OLF

20L6
209.3

ft.
ft

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. If the iteel or stainleis neel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. h the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective ratface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or ltd?

i

Z Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDrTION:

X
X
X
| X |
209.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

ft

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number mni*rA to
the outermost cuing?

jig

•

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. If the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:

in

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

n

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Posts covered bv fill from cIF Intttiled nciv wttcr-tisht CID

Inspection Dace:

X
X
X
X

10/23/95

Inspected By:

B-23

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-124
WELLINFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-075
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

2OJD
201.8

ftft.

PRIMARY]

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

] Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

Hi

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof ttccUbnst lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

ill

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

| X |
203.0

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. rakiiiatft- (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the we!17

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? B T p l ' ; f

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermoA cuing?

H

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is tbe pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of artrqnatc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

m
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Well Wizard installation: removed and retraced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/23/95

B-24

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-123
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. If the iteel or namlei s steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bate of tbe protective eating?
6. It tbe steel, ttainlett steel, or PVC well eating loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedArass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

iH

IX)WNHOLECONDmON:

I XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

83.7

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

H
111

111

X
X
X

•

ft.

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road requke grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL n^NTTPKATION:
1. If a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

I

Z Is the well number legible?
3. If the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuiog?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpostt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

in

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTj
Request nos. for manUBnance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(i)
|
| Secondary Item<i)

Inspection Date:

95-027S.95-034S

Inspected By:

10/23/95

B-25

McMuter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-007
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Sic"

GW-079
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
CoDitnicted Depth:

68.3

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

d

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedjfeiui lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

65.3
SeeCommenu

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a ftiJBlni steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

Hi

CONCRETEPAD:
X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

HI
X

m
X
X

lUi

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST|
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-005S,95-009S,95-036S

Well deoth remained unchansed in last four vears. No evidence of sediment causins death discrepancy.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

B-26

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-008
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-080

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

BG

5.0

ft.

33.0

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing looce?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof ilecljbmi lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

HI

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

| XI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

33.1
X
X

ipl

id

X
X
X

ft.

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the acceu road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTHTCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

HI

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:

i

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpofts portioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusrdposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-tnfiic yellow paint degraded?

X

X

X

HI

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTj
Request not. for

Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

- performed on this well in 1995
95-005S,95-009S,9S-036S

Well Wizard installation.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

8/17/95

B-27

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-248
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

in

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeVbrus lock?

X
X
X

3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
| X |
37.0
8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Da any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obctructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTiFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outennott cuing?

X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X

WSM

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard ports damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-038S

Well ^Vizard installation! removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-28

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-034
WELL INFORMATION
Well Nnmben_
Site:

GW-084

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

OLF

30.0

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the iteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

m

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

DOWNHOLECONMTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

| X I
30.6

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

ft.
%

m

1. Doet the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a sunless steel plate with engraved well number imnchrd to
the oulermo* casing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

mi

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardtxxu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded ytsjno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for tti»m»<ii«nr^ performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed and reolaced for measurment.

Inspection Date:

10/11/95

Inspected By:

B-29

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-036
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber_
Site

GW-085
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

61.9

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

Hi

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

ill

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

X
X
X

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point nurked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

623

•

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do sny obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

•

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the gaardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

m

•WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded vet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-30

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-068
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
She:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

iiif

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?

tit

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWr^HOLECONrMTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
156.6

ft.

10
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL lT^NTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number aoached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

in
wk
m

X
X
X

Hi
X

X

111

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJMENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

w

Inspection Date:

cll

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

intillation: removed and replaced for measurement

Inspected By:

10/16/95

B-31

McMastcr

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-100
WELL INFORMATION
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

NO

N/A
X

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

X
X

X

iW
X

WELL SECURITY:

ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap snd/or metal casing?

lit
mi

X

IP
X
X
X

•

DOWNHOLECONianON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do soy obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

Hi

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts danaged?
Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gusrdposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
1 Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-046S

COMMENTS
Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement-

Inspection Date:

10/18/95

Inspected By:

B-32

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-134
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

lip

IX)WNrKX£CONDTnON:

X
X
X

|XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

18.6

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

IS

SECONDARY INSPECTION fTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL roENnHCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard port* damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST|
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/oo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. form

performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced.

Inspection Date:

10/24/95

Inspected By:

B-33

McMuter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-261
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Sac

GW-108
S3

PRIMARY INSPECnONriHMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

9.0

ft.

58.3

ft.

ifflKiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil BPlipi 11111111111111111111

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

| Steel

PVC

Stainless Steel

NO

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

YES

N/A

X

it!

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

ill

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X|
59.0

•

fL

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU? Explain:

•

1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpofts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

9X
X

X

IP

WELL MAINTENANCERBQUEST \
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-032S

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

1

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-34

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-262
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sie:~

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constrocted Depth:

GW-109
S3

1^6
124.4

ftft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

NO

YES

X

1

1. If the iteel or stainless tteel well eating corroded, best, or broken?
2. If the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bate of the protective caficg?
6. It the fleet, Hamlett Heel, or PVC well eating loote?
WELL SECURITY:

N/A

xj
Ufa
XJ

m -

X

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doei the well have a waterproof stedArus lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONMTION:
1. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calcnlatc: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

Hi
m

X
| X |
125.2

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X

ft.

1

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does Ike access road require grading or additional grave!7
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless tteel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. It the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARDPOSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yct/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(t)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995
95-032S

Inspected By:

11/1W95

B-35

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-024
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site

GW-115
S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

lOd
54.5

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeljbrajs lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

QD

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within me well?

•

NorramL
See Comments

ft.
%

Pi

X

m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainkst steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. It the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

CONCREIEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the eating?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

in IP
X
X

Are the guard potts danaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpofU of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

ill

WELLMAlNTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
,| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard cannot be removed due to obstruction in casing at approximately pound level. Pomp is still in satisfactory condition for
sampling. No measurement made.
Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/10/95

B-36

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-098
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

[

PVC

NO

YES

iH

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or brok&i?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

1xI
153.2

ft.

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU7 Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

PI
ill!

X
X
X

HI
X

X

mi

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

mi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
Z Are the guardpottt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspection Date:

B-37

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-135
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:

GW-127

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

S3

4J)
25.0

ft
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

M

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

iii
111

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

| X |
26.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction! occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stateless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

llli

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

ill

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-38

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-064
Screen or Open Interval Length:
ConHructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION fl
WELL CASINGS:
1. It the fteel or itainleii steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

m

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

SI

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brail lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONtanON:
| X |
159.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL mENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Hi!

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

lii
m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

lii

IS
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilem(s)
|
| Secondary Item{s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/16/95

B-39

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-174
Screen Of Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is die steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

W H 1 SECURITY:

Hslj

1. Doe* the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

ill

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

| X I

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calailatf.: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

298.7

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Hi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

fii

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Si
X
IP

X

ml
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpofts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

m
X

iiP;
X
X

HI

WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-40

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-172
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

Hi
lit!

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

lUtlj

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
| X |
253.0

•

ft.
A/

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

•IP

•fi

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

•

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

'Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to preveat water from ponding around the casing?

X

tin
X

X

m
l
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itero(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
9S-047S

10/27/95

Inspected By:

B-41

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-173
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

GW-144
KHQ

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Con mucted Depth:

ft.

40.0

192.9

"ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the iteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof itceIA>r«jf lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

DOWNHOLE CONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

til
ili

| XI
193.9

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL E«NTIFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

HI

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Wi--

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

Hi
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
{
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Itera(s)

Request noi. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-047S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/27/95

Inspected By:

B-42

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-168
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

20.0

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

mi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point mirked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I xI
113.2

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 02. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

illX

X

ft

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yttfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/27/95

B-43

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-169
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/braii lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

ni
til
Hi

X
X
X

ill

X
X
X

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing7
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

iP

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Iffi
X

mm

HP

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpota of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

ipX

•Ms
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Itetn(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-44

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-171
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number:_
Site:

GW-147

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

KHQ

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

I

I Stainless Steel

[IT] PVC

NO

1. It the tteel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is tbe PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is tbe protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at tbe base of tbe protective cuing?
6. Is tbe steel, stainleu steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does tbe well have a cap or lid?

15.0

ft.

713

"ft.

YES

N/A

X
X
X

2. Does tbe well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

EOWNHOLECONDmON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of tbe well casing?

72.7

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does tbe acceu road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTTFICATION:
1. Is a sunless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is tbe well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is tbe pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuiag?

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are tbe guard posts damaged7
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are tbe guardposts of adeqnate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not, for maintenance performed on this well in 199S

10/27/95

Inspected By:

B-45

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-197
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-148
NHP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

13.9

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless tteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

.3

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEffnON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

14.1
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft.

•

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATJON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST (
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mamt

performed on this well in 1995

Well located behind steel guardrail.

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/31/95

B-46

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-198
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-149

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

NHP

145

ft

50.0

'ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?

50.4

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTTnCATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

iii

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in

CONCRETEPAD:

HI

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

IS

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Well located behind steel guardrail.

Inspection Due:

10/31/95

Inspected By:

B-47

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-200
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is die protective casmg corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

HI

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfrass lock?

iti-

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWhlHOLE CONDITION:

X
X
X

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

99.2

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

tiji

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

mi
pi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

ftX

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-48

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-203
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Site

GW-153

NHP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

10.0
62.4

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the tteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

ill

ilji

X
X
X
| X |
60.9

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

15

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well7 Explain:

•

1. Is a «t«mU«« steel plate with engraved well number *ni**hrd to
the outermost cuing?

lip

Z Is the well number legible?

fiti

3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

III

nn
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusfdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item<s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

B-49

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-205
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is die steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAraass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

mm

DOWNHOLECCHTOniON:

X
X
X

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

13.4

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION nEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTJFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

litl
iip

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m
w

X
X
X

X

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request DO*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-50

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-147
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

|

|Stainless Steel

[ x ] PVC

NO

YES

ill

X
X
X

1. If the tteel or ttainlesf fteel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedvbrais lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

IX1

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

157.7
15
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A

ft.
%

Ippl

iii

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

iH
HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

HI
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

in
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-51

McMastcr

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-002
Screen or Open Interval Length;
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

ml,

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

§|§|

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap andA* metal casing?

i§l

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

| xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

44Z6

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of so ecu or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

ifi

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
1

| Primary Item(s)

|

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

95-012S.95-028S

COMMENTS

B-52

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-145
Well Number^
Site:'

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitnicted Depth:

GW-159
CRSDB

10.0
155.8

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless fteel well caiing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well caiing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective caiing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

•

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

ill

DOWNrTOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

X
X
X

I xI

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

155.8
See Comments
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

mi

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access lo well? BTpi«iw

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
I. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guatdpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBOUESTt
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Ixan(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

•SHSRSSS

X

M
X

X

n

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

Well depth adiuited to taped depth from previous inspections, no evidence of siltation.

Inspection Date:

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-53

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-142
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
X~l Steel
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

il

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAwass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWhlHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

235.3

<5

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTTHCA'nON:
1. Is a minlrsi steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

ill

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

HI
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

ml
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WEU.MAIMENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/oo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
] Secondary Itcm(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/24/95

Inspected By:

B-54

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-141
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Site:

GW-161
CRBAWP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

50J)
402.6

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

III

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMnus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

Hi

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDTTrON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I X|

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

402.6

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the acceu road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

in
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yej/no boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Dace:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-55

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-014
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-162
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

33.0
127.3

ft.
ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is tbe protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

Hi

DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
| X |
127.3

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFKATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

mi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

pi

•

^

X
X

X

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard Installation; removed and reolaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

100/95

Inspected By:

B-56

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-259
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION FI
WELL CASINGS:
X

1. Ii the (teel or stainless iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

X
X

WELL SECURITY:

IP

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

1

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hup* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEffllON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
363

•

ft.
Hi

X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
Construction has changed access.

•

WELL IDENTsFICATfON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legiWe?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

assajs

gggggg

X

X

Hi
X

CONCRETE PAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocU of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTj
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mainl

performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard mptlUtion: conduction in this area has changed access to west side of cm. Old entry is locked, blocked.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-57

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-258
Well Number
Site:'

GW-170
EXP-UV

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitnicted Depth:

52.9
158.6

ft.
ft

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

H

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

III
ii

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

DO

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

approx. 106
See Comments

•
ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

•

WELL IDENTJFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

n
Hi

2. Is the wdl number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

IP
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

lit

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

§p
X

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

Hi

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTI
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yeiMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Obstruction in

Inspection Date:

ell at:

ox. 106 ft. See GW-169 for construction chances.

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-58

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-255
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Sic:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-171
EXP-UV

WELL CASINGS:

4^
32.7

NO

ft.
ft.

YES

N/A
X

1. It the iteel or stainlesi iteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. h the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X

I

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAnss lock?

X
X
X

in

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECX)NrHTlON:
1. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

DD

31.0
SeeCommenU

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require trading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

d

X
X
X

9

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
mm
HHi
X
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of -*"T"". height?
4. It the high-traffic yellow punt degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST

Request not. for maintenance performed on this wdl m 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

9S-O41S

^Ve]l deoth if accectable* 31 0 ft. wsc fused tl tinK of rdiabilitsiion. Sentemfaer 1994 No orotectiVG casznc is in Dlace since installblff
would call for breaking out of existing pad and risk damaging the PVC casing.
Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-59

McMuter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-256
WELL INFORMATION
Well N«mber:_
Site:

GW-172
EXP-UV

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

28J5
135.5

ft.
ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

x l Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measarement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

in

DO EH
ft.

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 02. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obsouctions occur within the well?

X
X
X

134.4
<5

%

X

X

si

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

1. Is a stainlfst steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ipj
MHTMI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

si

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

xl
iff

Pi
X

ilix]

X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded vesA>o boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS

Inspection D a e

B-60

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-114
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION n
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Ml

iH

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONOTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

X
X
X

I X|

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

169.5

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represent* % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel7
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

miX

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yej/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

COMMENTS

B-61

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-111
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/bran lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEfflKW:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

150.6

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well7

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Up

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

Ml

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

|

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

95-028S

Well lociicd on edffe of f T* no nad or nocti nutillcd.

Inspection Date:

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-62

McMister

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-106
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Site:

PRIMARY INSPECTION OHMS:
WELL CASINGS:

I T l Steel

1. Ii the iteel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tteeM>rass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Conttiucted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I xI
169.6

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 03. (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obsmictionf (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

% Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

s

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

HX

GUARD POSTS:

iX

I. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

I

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUESTf
Request not. for i

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked,
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-63

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-153
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-184

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

20.0

'ft.

130.5

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

X

|

Stainless Steel

[PVC

YES

NO

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

lill
ZZl

iH
HI

mi
x|

m

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
| X |
131.2

•

ft.

ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL HffiNTTFiCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ii

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
| X | Secondary Item(s)

95-021S

new pad and posts Min

Inspection Date:

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-64

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-150
WELL INFORMATION

|iliiiiiiiiiillii::

Well Number
Site:

GW-186
RQ

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

20.0

173.0

PRIMARY INSPECTION
WELL CASINGS:

] Steel

Stainless Steel

|PVC

NO

YES

mi

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?

I xI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

172.0

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
accesi to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTTOCATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

ill?

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

Hi

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
1
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-65

once performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-152
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

Hi
mk

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
| X |
163.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

•

ft.

in

SECONDARY INSPECTION flEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost caimg?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

pi
Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

HI
X

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the giard potts danaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guvdposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-66

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-151
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-188

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

15.0
70.3

'ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

M

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECX)NDrnON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

73.0

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.
%

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2, Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

_J

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adcqnate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

9X

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTf
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes^o boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Dace:

Request nos. for mail

Inspected By:

10/25/95

B-67

5 performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-265
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Sie:~

GW-191
B-4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

KM)
63.5

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainleu steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAnss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

| XI
65.0

ft
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poos damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTI
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itera(s)

Inspection Dace:

9 X1
X

Request nos. for mainte

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-68

; performed on this well in 1995

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-266
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-192

B-4

lpj)
20.1

ft.
ft

PRIMARY INSPECT!
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing toote?
WELLSECURriY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

1I

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

Ess

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

20.6

Z Measured depth of well from topopf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?

WELL ACCESS:

NO

YES

N/A

I XI

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

ii
ml

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposU positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposU of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEgfl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for

12/13/95

Inspected By:

B-69

performed on this well in 1995

S.B.Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-263
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:'

GW-194
B-4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

15.4

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

Steel

|

[ Stainless Steel

QT] PVC

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. b a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

d

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelA>rass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

| X I

1. b a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

15.8

•

ft.

,4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Locked Gate

•

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Pi

m

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. b a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. b the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. b the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Arc the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

in

it

X
X
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

12/13/95

Inspected By:

B-70

S. B.Jones

Y - 1 2 P L A N T G R O U N D W A T E R PROTECTION P R O G R A M
W E L L INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION N O . :
95-264
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumber:_
Site:"

GW-195
B-4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

25.7

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the fteel or suinleti steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeUbrus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Meuured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
24.8
See comments

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do a«y obstruction* occur within the well?

•

ft.
%

m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

sip

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
I* the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ill

X
X
X
X

WELL MAINTENANCERBQUEST|
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
1 Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

DeDth discrepancy is not due to sediment accumulation, hard ta& on bottom. Well meds ID taff reinstalled.

Inspection Date

12/13/95

Inspected By:

B-71

S3. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-237
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site"

GW-199

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Grid I

ft.

5.0
25.5

ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

Hi

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?

X
X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X |
25.7

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEStf
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/9/95

Inspected By:

B-72

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-116
WELL INFORMATION
Well Nutnben_
Site:

OW-203

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

UNC

KM
154.8

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the (teel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap mdjcr metal casing?
DOWNHOLECX»fl»nON:

ill

X
X
X

tip

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

QD

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

154.8

•
ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTH'ICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

illX

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guatdposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

\yell "Constructed Depth" adjusted to previous inspection tiix^ depths. Refer to comments in Subsurface

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-73

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-117
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

Steel

I

I Stainless Steel

| X | PVC

NO

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2.Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

M

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

YES

X
X
X

IXI
155.3

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttructxnt (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a rtiinfcii steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outemvMt casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guafdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS
Well constructed depth adtusted to rrevious inioectioii Uioed deothf. Refer to comments in Subnxrfs'ce Database.

Inspection Date

10A9/95

Inspected By:

B-74

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-238
Well Numben_
Site:

GW-207
EXP-SR

ft.

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

"ft.

113.4

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTrY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

gggggg

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
| X |
113.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

SSKsSS

NO

YES

•

ft.

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

N/A

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

d

X
X
X

ma
§•£¥3
X

X

H

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for

performed on this well in 1995

To mmll a protecUve casing on this well would require breaking out existing concrete pad and possibly risk breaking of PVC casing.
Well is satisfactory as is.
Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

11/W95
B-75

McMaiter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-239
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber:_
Site:

GW-208
EXP-SR

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

416.1

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

ITl Steel

[

PVC

| Stainless Steel

NO
X1

1. Ii the iteel or stainless iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

N/A

Hi

X

ill

X

iii

m

X
X

Hi

X
X
X

x]

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

YES

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelA>rass lock?

Hi

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I X |
416.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIHCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

HI
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guvdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

m
in
X

in
mil
X
X

nn

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTlJ
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for mainte

; performed on this well in 1995

9S-006S,9S-019S,9S-049S

has packer installed, measurement made while packer was removed on 12/6/95.

Inspection Date:

11/9/95

Inspected By:

B-76

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-140
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
She:"

GW-217
LIV

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

| Steel

[

X Stainless Steel

|PVC

1. It the steel or itainleii steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective eating?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

1CL6
180.0

NO

YES

ft.
ft

N/A

X1

m

uwuuJ

pn

X
X

i$$

X

HI
x|

WELL SECURITY:

m

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brail lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONEffllON:

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

1793

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

xuffff

I

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guatdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
Primary Item(s)
I
I Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mat

performed on this well in 1995
95-014S

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-77

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-199
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-220
NHP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

47.6

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

ipj

it!

DOWNHOLECONDniON:

X
X

X

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Ctlnilatr• (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

48.9

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in
ill!
mi

X
X
X

in
X

X

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

Hi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the gustd posts damaged?
Are the juardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gaardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Itcm(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection DMC

Request nos. for maintenance performed on mis well in 1995

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-78

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-120

WELL CASINGS:

\^H2Steel

[^Stainless Steel

pT|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

1. It the fteel or stamles t steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. If a protective rarface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective eating?
6. If the fteel, ttainlets tteel, or PVC well eating loote?

WELL SECURITY:

m

1. Doei the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doet the well have a waterproof steelAvat i lock?
3. Are the hatpt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
| X |
1573

1. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Matured depth of well from top opf well eating:
3. Calculate: (Conttructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

X
X

4. It thit value > 0.2 (repretentt % of tcreen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weH? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. If the well number legible?
3. If the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

ii

1. If a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. If the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. If the pad tloped to prevent water from ponding around the eating?

X
SSSKM

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent colliiion damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. If the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(f)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
'Well constructed depth admitted to previous inspection taped depth.

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-79

McMatter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-201
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Si

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does die well have a cap or Ud7

ill

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelybrui lock?

ill

ipf

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

| X |
28.0

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 02. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

•

Hi

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Si

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

illX

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ao boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Infraction Date:

Request nos. for mainte

Inspected By:

11/2/95

B-80

performed on this well m 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-202
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION IT
WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ill
Ipl

X
X
X
| X |
92.9
••

•

ft.

TO

X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X

SECONDARY INSPECTON ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTfflCATON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

Hi
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

nil
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged7
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yd/no boxei are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/2/95

B-81

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-094
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_

GW-228

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

OLF

Site:

20.0

ft.

102.6

"ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

Px] Steel

| Suinless Steel

PVC

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
W E L L SECURITY:

m

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

|§
M

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

X
X
X

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?

90.6
63

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3 . Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. D o any obstructions occur within the well?
S E C O N D A R Y INSPECTION FIEMS
WELL A C C E S S :
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. D o any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, esc.) block
access to well? Explain:
W E L L IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost c u i n g ?

m

2. Is the well number legible?

p

3 . Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?

X

•

Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Wfth
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard p o m damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3 . Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL M A I N T E N A N C E RBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

|

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

COMMENTS
WcU needs rcdcvclonrtent bef orC< f ITT

Inspected By:

B-82

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-095
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Site;

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONEanON:
| X |
5U

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

47

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION nEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the ouienno* casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Itan(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

•til

X
X
X

ftX

X
jag!!

m

X

pi
X
X

m
enance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Dste:

B-83

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-257
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

IT] Steel

Q[]Suinleis Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the haspi firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTIION:

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. rikiilarr- (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

406.6
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

ft.
%

m

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpofU of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-84

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-170
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:"

GW-231
KHQ

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

\~] Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

PVC

ft.

10.0
37.1

NO

"ft.

YES

N/A

1. Is the tteel or stainles s steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X
X
X

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

37.6

•

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL E>ENTJFICATK)N:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number
the outermost casing?

-iwi

•

to

2. Is the well number IegiWe?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

Si
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

PI
X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

Ilii

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST j
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/oo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for i

10/27/95

Inspected By:

B-85

nance performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTIONNO.:
95-260
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:

GW-232
EXP-UV

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Steel

Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

10J
413.4

ftft

YES

NO

1. Is the steel or m i n i m steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steeltaass lock?

N/A

X
X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I X|

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

413.0

•

ft

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 02, (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Construction has changed access.

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

•

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard ports damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

p
!i
X

X
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST|
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfooboxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
| X | Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-01 IS

See GW-169 for construction chanses.

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-86

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-096
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

ill

X
X
X

ill!

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

21.0

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ill

in

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obftructioas (locked gates, fallen trees, tic.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

IS
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guwdpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for muhUfnttyr performed on this well in 1995
95-O27S.95-041S

Inspected By:

10/18/95

B-87

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-204
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

£Y INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

IIP

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

Ip

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

ii§|

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

i§i

in

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMA1NTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-88

McMastcr

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-001
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sic"

GW-241
CRSDB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:

2L0
101.8

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the fteel or ftainletf tteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. It the tteel, ttainletf fteel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

nil

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brut lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

iii

DOWNHOLECXDNDinON:

X
X
X
| X[
98.0
18

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Conitnicted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. If this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. If a stainles t steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

mi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

iffX

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpottt positioned to prevent coiliiion damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(t)

Request no«. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
9S-O12S.9S-O28S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-89

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-129
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

[ONnEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is tbe steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof Jteel/brais lock?
3. Are tbe hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
EOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X

m
in

X
X
X
| X [
75.7

•

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within tbe well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS

•

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number «"«^trH to
the outermost casing?

X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is tbe well identification number correct?

ili

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is tbe pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

illX

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is tbe high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

iii

X
X

X

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Well WiTard installation: removed and renlaced for measurement

B-90

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-131
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

IsB|iaiijllli7T
GW-244

S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

28.1
77.8

PRIMARY INSPECT! ON

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

[ ^ S t a i n l e s s Steel

NO

YES

N/A

1. It the fteel or stainlesI tteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

KSSSSSi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDinON:
1. Is a measurement reference poait marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

IXI
76.9

•

ft.
fU

X
X

Hi

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

W E I i IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

IP
ill

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

mi

X
X
X

OONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

W$
X

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-91

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-130
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:

GW-245
S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

28.0

ft.

74.6

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing instilled (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

ilijj

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMmus lock?

ill

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

X
X
X
| X |
73.3

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

<5

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION rTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

wi

X

CONCREIEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

iii

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

ftX

Are the giMrd posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guvdposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-92

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-133
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-246

S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

2ZA
77.7

ft.
ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well csp nd/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point masked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within me well?

I XI
77.1

•

ft.

—

X
X

tv

Pi

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfao boxes are checked.
I
I Primacy Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-93

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-132
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof nedflxut lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

$§§

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
| X |
77.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Committed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

<5
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft.

%

•ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
% Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

lii
mi!

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

IP
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

HI
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/24/95

Inspected By:

B-94

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-092
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION IT
WELL CASINGS:
1. It the iteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing foote?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof «eel/bnui lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECCMHTION:

| X 1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

63.9

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
% Do any obftrnctiow (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

iH

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

1i

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)7
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCERBQUEST

Request no*, for miimwuncf! performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

9S027S,95-042S

Well ID tag needs replacement.

Inspection Date

10/17/95

Inspected By:

B-95

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-252
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-249

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

BG

37.6

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hi

2. Does the well have a waterproof sted/brus lock?

tn

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate.: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X [
37.6

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or «*<i»"iiit gravel?
2. Do my obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL K«NTIFKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

m

Z Is the well number legible?

M

3. Is the well identification number correct?

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

mm
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusrdpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for m

performed on this well in 1995
95-039S

Inspected By:

11/10/95

B-96

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-253
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumben_
Sins"

GW-250

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

BG

10A
64.5

ftft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the fteel or lUinleti steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSBCURrrY:

iti

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing7
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I X|
64.7

•

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) Mock
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the omermost casing?

mm

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

••iii

iiiX

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mirmminrr performed on this well in 1995
95-039S

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-97

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-184
Screen or Open Interval Length:

•Ci INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

NO

1. Is die steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casmg?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate.: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

YES

N/A

X
X
X

pi

| X |
50.0

ft.
'%

4. Is this vahie > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

III
ifr

CONCRETEPAD:

in

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gnjrdoota of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAo boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/30/95

B-98

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-041
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAras s lock?

i

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECXINDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing7
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
51.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 03. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL DDENTIFKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Hi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ml

CONCRETEPAD:

n

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision dasaage to well?
3. Are the guardposis of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for i

i performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Concrete pad will need replacement.

Inspection Date:

10/12/95

Inspected By:

B-99

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-055
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
SiksT

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-255
S2

KM)
84.1

ft.
ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelA>rus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

IP?
up

X
X
X

ii

I X |
84.3

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Brr^flin'

NO
I X I

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outennort casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

YES

N/A

•
•

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

Hi
X
Hi

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guirdposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yestooboxes are checked.
|
[Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

X

iilX

Request nos. for Tn^Ttmanrr performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/13/95

B-100

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-093
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

mi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

in

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

36.0

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SI

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENnFTCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

iij

X
X
X

tltf

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)7
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wm

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

illX

^11

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST^
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-O27S.95-042S

10/17/95

Inspected By:

B-101

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-086

WELL INFORMATION
WeUNamben_

Ste:

GW-261
SY

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

26.1

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMmus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDinON:

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

26.6

ft
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTHTCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

•

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the gundposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUECTI
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for m

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

B-102

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-087
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth;

SY

ft
"ft.

10.4
73.0

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the fteel or stainless iteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. If the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfaus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caiing?

| XI
723

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request DOS. for

Inspected By:

10/9/95

B-103

lance performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-083
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Sic:"

GW-263
SY

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

33.4

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeltoass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

X
X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
| X |
33.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft.

wag* 1

111

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Does the access road require trading or additional gravel?
2. Do say obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTffKATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casmg?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X
X

•

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mainte

; performed on this well in 1995

No pad or post installation on this well, but is satisfactory.

Inspection Date:

10/9/95

Inspected By:

B-104

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-084

WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number
Site:

GW-264
SY

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

X I Stainless Steel

| Steel

|

[PVC

1. b the fteel or itainleii steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep tocaled at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing looce?

10.2
7X5

ft.
ft.

NO

YES

XI

iti

J

till

J

N/A
X
X

X
X

mi
x]

WELL SECURITY:

HH

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tied/brut lock?

m

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEHHON:

X
X
X
| X |
74.2

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Conducted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is tbii value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do say obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access lo well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ill

X
X
X
X

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST |
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Well access is bv stain irri ramp.

Inspection Date:

10/9/95

Inspected By:

B-105

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-275
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-274
SY

5.4
36.4

ft.
ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless tteel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURiTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

In

DOWNHOLECONDITION:

1 •

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

No measurement ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

PARYINSPEC
WELL ACCESS:

NO

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Locked gate; red area. See Comments.

YES

•

N/A

•
•

WELL ECNTIFICATION:
1. Is a ttainlesf Keel piste with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z It the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST \
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilcro(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

There w u only a visml inspection performed on this well since access it prohibitive! radiological area.

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-106

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-276
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

PVC

| Steel

1. If the iteel or stainless neel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Ii the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bue of the protective cuing?
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

NO

YES

J

N/A

wSftSS

X

m

~XJ

X

ilj H

Im

2. Does the well have a waterproof sted/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

mm

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I •

See Comments

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 03. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obctructioas (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Locked gate; rad area.

NO

YES

N/A

I XI

WM

I I

•

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless fteel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. If the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. If the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guafdpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded ycsfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for mainti

performed on mis well in 1995

at 54.3 ft below TOC in October "95. This well w u measured in 1992 at 68.6 ft below TOC
Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-107

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-027
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-276

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.
ft.

5.3
20.8

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. IJ the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is die steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?

ill

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEanON:

I XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

21.4

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction! occur within the well?

X
X
X

•

ft.

mm

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

mi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpons of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

|

Request nos. for

performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(>)

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/10/95

Inspected By:

B-108

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-072
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Sic:"

GW-287
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

5.0

ft.

14.6

'ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION nEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

iH
ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/bnus lock?

X
X

lH

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I X|

l . I i i measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

14.8

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstfuctions occur within the well?

lii

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFKATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

iH
mi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

mi
X

X

in

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adrqiiatr. height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

Hi
liil
X

X
X

WELL MAJNTENANCEREQUEST |
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for mainte

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-109

; performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-090
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing Ioose7

WELL SECURITY:

ft

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap aod/or metal casing?

X
X
X

HI

DOWNHOLECONDITiON:

X |
61.3

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cajtng:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

II!
X

X

INI

X

iit

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the gnardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

Pip

ftX

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for m"n*rnMKT performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

Inspected By:

10/17/95

B-110

'

•

:

•

•

"

=»:-/<,•"-

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-091
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION n
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

mi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTO)N:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ill

v
X
X

I X|
42.6

•

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do my obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

fill

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ipj

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

ill

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

iH

X

inX

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate, height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

HI

nil
X

iH
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTf
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(<)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for maintwunce performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

Inspected By:

10/17/95

B-lll

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-088
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
SieT

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-290
BG

10JO
38.2

ft.
ft

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAwass lock?
3. Are the hatps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Cons&ucted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

UN

X
X
X

X |
37.9

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

in

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guatdposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusrdposts of «^~j"*» height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Dale:

Request nos. for mimtcrancc performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

Inspected By:

10/17/95

B-112

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-089
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:"

GW-291

BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

19.7

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or itainlef i steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is tbe protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brasi lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

d

DOWNHOLECONDTITON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
X |
20.1

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTfflCA'nON:
1. Is a staMess steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Ipt

ii§

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is tbe pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is tbe pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Hill

•

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate. height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of tbe above shaded yesfno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item<s)

nee performed on this well in 1995
95-027S

COMMENTS

B-113

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-101
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Sic:"

GW-292
ECRWP

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

ft.

10.7
187.7

NO

YES

N/A

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

iii
ill

1 ill

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

nil

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAirass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

X
X
X

X

Hi
X
X
X

EOWNHOLECONDlTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I xI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

187.4

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU7 Explain:

•

WELL IDENTCRCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number aBached to
the outermost cuing?

iii
'Hi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in

CONCRETEPAD:

in
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

SI

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X
X
X

X

mi
X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAPTCENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Bem(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/18/95

Inspected By:

B-114

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-102
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

Hi

X
X
X

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeltoass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECX»HXIK»J:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I xI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

215.9

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do my obstmcticaf (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? PTpli'n-

•

WELL n^NTfflCATJON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

in
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

in
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the j,uiil|NHts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

pi

H

X
X

X

9.

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for m«intwt»Tv* performed on this well in 1995

10/18/95

Inspected By:

B-115

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-103
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNmnben
Site:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tlceVbnu lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

iij

iH

ipi

DOWNHOLECONIXnON:

X
X
X
| X |
130.3

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

iii

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

inX

X

Hi

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the giurd posts danaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of artnqunc height?
4. Is the high-tnffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTf
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mai

10/18/94

Inspected By:

B-116

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-104
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site"

GW-296

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conttructed Depth:

ECRWP

ft.

10.5
1495

"ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hi

Z Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?

i§i

iH

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHCX£CONDnK)N:

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

148.0
14

•

ft.
%

ym

X

4. Is this value > 02. (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL roENTTEKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

PI

Z Is the well number legible?

X
X
X

iiij

Hi

3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

.J

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

illX

GUARD POSTS:

XJ
nil

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adcqunc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

lii

X
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for

10/18/95

Inspected By:

B-117

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-003
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:"

GW-298
LIH

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.0
188.6

ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

Steel

|

1 Stainless Steel

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

X1

1. If the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

uwwJ

Hi
x]

WELL SECURITY:

n
tH

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

X
X
X
X

Hi
X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEanON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructioos (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTffKATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

HP

in
X

X
X

m

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Request no*, for i

Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

nance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

8/10/95

B-118

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-004
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHCX-ECX)NDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

in
ill

X
X
X

I xI
169.2

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

m
m

a

X

X
X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
Z Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-119

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-005
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumben_
Site:

GW-300
LHI

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

147.8

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof sted/brui lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap sod/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONIXnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

[ X |
149.2

•

ft.

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do sny obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfi'lCATK)N:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Hi
mm

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guvdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded vcsMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

B-120

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.: 95-143
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

GW-301
CRBAWP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.0
1635

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
I. b the steel or stainleM steel well casing corroded, beat, or broken?
2.It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. If the steel, stainlef s steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof Jtecl/bru J lock?

ii§j

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

| X I
165.1

ft.

4. If this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does Ae access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL HDENTIFICATION:
1. It a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Hii

m

2. If the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

in

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

illX

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard pom damaged?
2. Are the guardpoctt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpofU of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST {
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for man*

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-121

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-118
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:"

GW-302

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

UNC

103
136.9

ft.
ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

w

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

HI

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHHON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Caknlatr.: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I XI
137.0

•

ft.

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

mm

X
X

iH
X

X

&^

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are Ihe guatdpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itera(«)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-122

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-144
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-303
ORSDB

21.0
323.8

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the Heel or itainleii steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. If a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brui lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTITON:
1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
32Z3

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obttructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTDFICATK)N:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. If a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

m

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the gutrdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

in
X

Mi

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUESTI
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes AK> boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(f)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

95-001S,95-028S

Inspected By:

10/25/95

B-123

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-146
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sic"

GW-304
CRSDB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

169.2

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

fill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

irif

DOWNHOLECONESTiON:

X
X
X
| X |
167.9
14

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

iii

X
X
X

in

X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of " ^ T f » height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

Ipi

B
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Hi
X
X

ft

Request nos. for tniintfflimiT performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-124

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-138
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.

GW-305

Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

LIV

10/7
182.1

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or Iid7
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

fill
in

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECX»roniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

[ X|

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

181.0
10

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

%

ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION riEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional (ravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENrffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X

X

CONCRErePAD:
X

m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caiing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-125

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-037
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the iteei or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArasi lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONIMTKW:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caring?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

[ XI
43.4

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION riEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gala, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

in
X

GUARD POSTS:

X

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Hi
HI
X

HI
X

w

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/11/95

B-126

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-038
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:

1. If the neel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNH0LECONDiTK»I:
| X |
42.0

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is mis value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

10
X
X

%

ip

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:

X
X

in

X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-127

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-031
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

•1

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

LX)WNHOLECONDrnON:
| X |
105.4

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

nil
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

x|

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

s

X
X

x|

WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/10/95

Inspected By:

B-128

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-028
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conarocted Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

[

| Steel

1. It the fteel or ttainles I neel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface cuing inttalled (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective eating?
6. It the steel, ttainlett fteel, or PVC well eating loote?

WELL SECURITY:

US
lii

1. Doet the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doet the well have a waterproof tteelArui lock?
3. Are the hatpt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?

IP

DOWNHOLECONDniON:

X
X
X

1. It a meaturement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?

I X|

2. Meawred depth of well from top opf well eating:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

132.1

•

ft.
w

——

X
X

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction! occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doet the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttructioM (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFfCATION:
1. It a ttainlett tteel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

1

2. It the weU number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

HI

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

X

1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

in
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard pom damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(i)
|
| Secondary Itero(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for

10/10/95

Inspected By:

B-129

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-154
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-321

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:

ADB

100.5

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are the hasps fkmry welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
100.3

•

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

till

ill

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the goardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
94-022S

Inspected By:

10/25/95

B-130

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-268
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

1
GW-337
WCPA

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

^ ^ ^ H

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

d

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

Nomsmt

X |
ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Well in designated rad area.

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Hiss

Z It the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

nm

CONCRETEPAD:

•

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

HI

GUARD POSTS:

•
X
X
X
X

in
X
Hi
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpofts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Well it now in * <lesignated rad sirea.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-131

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-267
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or «t«mU«« steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. CafculaJe: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

19.8
See Comments
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft.
%

Hit

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a suinleu steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Up

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ill

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

illX

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

No evidence of sediment in well.

Inspection Date:

12/13/95

Inspected By:

B-132

B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-119
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:.

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
% Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tteelftrus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWWiOLECONDrTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
117.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPBCITON ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

d

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
% Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfao boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-133

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-099
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-346
S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

10J)
65.2

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. If a protective surface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Doe* the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof steelArats lock?
3. Are the haspt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

wggg

§§

DOWNH0LEOCM5ITION:
| X |
67.6

1. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

•

X
X
X

Hi
ill

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

m

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

jgjggH

IIIX

•

^

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESf|
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

|

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(i)

10/18/95

Inspected By:

B-134

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-029
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Siks"

GW-347
S3

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
ContfrucledDepth:

31.3

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X 1
30.3

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENnHCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

1

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

ml
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/10/95

B-135

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-030
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-348

10.4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. h the steel or ftainksi steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

II

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

in

DOWNHOLECONWnON:

X
X
X
X |
83.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Hi
ill

X
X
X

Hi
X

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Si
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?

X

3. Are the guardposts of adequate height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ifi
X

X
X

iff

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

B-136

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-053
WEUL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Site"

GW-363

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

OLF

25X)
77£

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
% Does the well have a waterproof aeelfcnst lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHHON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
77.3

ft.

H
HI

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

SECONDARY INSPECTION FIEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermoK casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETE PAD:

11
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

95-034S

10/13/95

Inspected By:

B-137

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-051
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Sie:~

GW-370

BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft

10.0

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

•HI

IXJWNHOLECXDNDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
35.5

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caiing?

X

•

mi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

9
X

X
X

in

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

B-138

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-049
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

I mmmmmm
GW-372
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

10.0
54.7

PRIMARY INSPECTK5N"11HMS: ^^^^^^^^^§

WELL CASINGS:

Steel

Q [ ] Stainless Steel

I

IPVC

YES

N/A

1. Ii the tteel or stainless iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface casing instilled (PVC well only)
4. It the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Ii a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof iteel/brajs lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

54.1

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional (ravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

il:

% Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

SSSKH

Hie

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked at deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iiem(i)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-139

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-050
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

EOWNHOLE CONDITION:

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

159.0

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the gusid potts damaged?
Are the gotrdpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gwrdposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•
Hi

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Dtte:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/13/95

Inspected By:

B-140

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-206
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

GW-380
NHP

5A
15.1

ftft

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or ttainlei t steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. If the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof ateVbnst lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

| X |
1S.6

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU7 Explain:

ft.

•

WEIi IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a suinless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardpost* of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST j
Complete onry if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iban(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

m

X
X
X

ii

X
X
X
X

m

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

WeU is man-hole inr>|]|«Jtnrt

Inspection Date:

•

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-141

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-207
WELL INFORMATION
Wei! Number:
SilK~

GW-381

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

NHP

1L1
60.4

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing initiated (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the sted, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?

a

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

50.9

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

§p

2. Ii the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

III

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guafdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paiat degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
(
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
Well is a man-bole installation. Obstruction in well at 50.9 ft. below too of casinz.

Inspection Date:

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-142

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-208
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION IT
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the tteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

| X I

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

172.8

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION flEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: '.
WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a minlcii steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adfqmtf height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

H
m

Si

X
X
X
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTJ
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iten(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Well Lf man*b/>le initallatio

Inspection Date:

11/2/95

Inspected By:

B-143

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-209
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTTfON:

| X |
26.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

_J

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpofts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST I
Complete only if any of die above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/2/95

B-144

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-210
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing Ioote7
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof steeMmss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

I»WNH0LEO»IDnK>N:
| X |
58.5

I. Is a measurement refennce point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Motored Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

IS

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

HP
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELL MAINTENANCE RBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mmirtnuanm performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/3/95

B-145

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-211
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sic"

GW-385
NHP

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

| X | Steel

|

| Stainless Steel

|

ft.

55.0
181.7

|PVC

"ft.

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeiybrass lock?

iH

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONIXnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. r.kfliftf; (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

180.4

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION riEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruct ions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTCICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

Z Ii the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of « * T * » height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQIJEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ho boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/3/95

Inspected By:

B-146

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-105
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Site

GW-511
CRSP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conimicted Depth:

ft.
"ft.

10.0
155.8

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof iteel/bnui lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEanON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

155.6

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructkni (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL nDENTTFICATlON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

H
X

GUARD POSTS:

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-tnrffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yctfno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-147

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-155
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stamlets steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMnass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
EJOWNHOLEOONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

id

X
X
X

| XI
64.3

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is me weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ml
§i

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

11
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the (uatdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gnardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

m

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST j
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for t

Inspected By:

10/26/95

B-148

; performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-156
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

I

Q f ] Stainless Steel

WELL CASINGS:

IPVC

NO
X1

1. Ii the neel or stainless steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loote?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

iiij

YES

N/A

•

X

Z~J
|§|1

X
X
X

x] Hi
X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brut lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHCXJECONEHTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?

I xI

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

127.4

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttructionf (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDEmTEEATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

ill

1

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-trafiic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yej/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

|

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

[ Secondary Item(f)

Inspected By:

10/26/95

B-149

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-157
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:"

GW-514
ADB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

21.0
197.5

ftft.

INSPECTION I1EMS:
WELL CASINGS:

5TI Steel

1. It the steel or itainleu steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

I

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEHTrON:
| X |
197.0

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing7
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gues, fallen trees, etc.) block

•

access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

Ill

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

4X

Are the guard potu damaged?
Are the guafdposls positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guvdpocts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

in

WELLMAINTEKANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded ytt/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/26795

B-150

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-137
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Deptl

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tlceiftmst lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
EWWNHOLEOONDTTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

II

•

X

X
X

| X I
137.7

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

W

•

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-151

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-139
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site:

GW-522
LIV

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.4
1983

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

jjggjBj;

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casmg?

X
X
X

Iff

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

196.6
See comments

•

ft.
%

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION rTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Rtplaitr

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is me pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

nil
X

H

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guatdposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

1
X

18

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary bem(i)
|
| Secondary Item<»)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
No evidence of silt in welL well death has remained uncbjnsed over well inspection record.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-152

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-035

WELL INFORMATION
Screen or Open interval Length:
Depth;

Well Number:
Site

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. It the steel or tuinletl tteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. It the sled, stainlett steel, or PVC well cuing looce?

WELL SECURITY:

1
ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doet the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to weil cap motor metal casing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I xI
27.6

1

•

ft.

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obtouctions occur within the weU7

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doet the acceM road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gales, fallen trees, etc) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICA'nON:
1. It a |iflj»»u« tteel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
1 Is the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

CONCRETE PAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poets damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusrdpotu of adequate height?
4. It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(i)

Inspection Date

|

performed on this weil in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

10/11/95

Inspected By:

B-153

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-165
WELL INFORMATION
Wdl Number:
Site:

WELL CASINGS:

GW-539
CDLVI

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Consoacted Depth:

| Steel

| X |Suinlett Steel

|

| PVC

1^9
158.3

NO

>ded,bi , or broken?
ng<
2. Is the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless sted, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedAnss lock?

ftft

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or T*«*«!»•• steel well (

i

X
X

1

X

x|

ii

m

3. Are the hasp* firmly welded lo well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. H i W I f • (Coomcted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X

X
X
X

I xI
158.4

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

•

WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or F^frfrTnil gravel?
2. Do any obstrooioas (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) Mock
access to well? Explain:
W H X IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

1

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or Deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision ^wnagr to well?
3. Are the goardpotts of artfrpmr height?
4. It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

By:

10/26/95

B-154

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-167
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNmnben_
Site:

GW-540
CDLVI

Screen or Open interval Length:
Conatxuaed Depth:

ft.

10.3

'ft.

174.2

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the Reel or winJcu steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective curface casing installed (PVC weU only)
4. Is the protecthre casing corroded, bat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, staaieu steel, or PVC well casing looce?

I

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the weU have a cap or lid?
2. Doe* the well have a waterproof (teetArats lock?
3. Are the hasps firatfy welded to weU cap and/or metal casiog7

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X
X
X

1. Is a meaaureneat reference point marked on the top of the weU casing?

| X |

2. Measured depot of well fiom top opf well casing:

173.2

•

ft.

10

3. Calculate: (CooMrocted Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obttractionf occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

NO

YES

1. Doe* the acceat road require grading or additional gravel?

•

2. Do any obstna—MM (locked gales, fallen tree*, etc.) block
access to well? Expiate:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a fuunleu steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermott casing?

X
X
X

Z. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well kVirfirarimi number correct?

!

CONCRETEPAD:
X

w
m

1. Is • concrete pad installed (active weUj only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around t_e <

—

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poos damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned lo prevent collision damage to wett?

X

X

3. Are the guardaoM of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCERBOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|

| Primary I»etn(s)

|

performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(t)

COMMENTS

Inspect!on Date

Inspected By:

10/26795

B-155

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-162
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

1. It tbe iteel or stainku steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep tooled at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless sted, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are tbe hasps firmly welded to well cap add/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLEOONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. f%k"'*>- (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

iii
ill

X
X
X

106.6
<5

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within tbe well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravd?
2. Do any obsaactiasa (locked gates, fallen trees, esc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFlCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

| X

2. It the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

'•. x

;x

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are tbe guir4*"*'* positioned to prevent collision damage to weU?
3. Are the guardpotts of artrqnatc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

H—

n
n
X

X

m
X

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded ye*/oo boxes are checked.
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)
COMMENTS

Inspection Date

B-156

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-161
WELL INFORMATION
WdlNumben
Site:

Screen or Open Interval length:

PRJMAKV INSrteCTION 1'lHMS:
WELL CASINGS:

I Steel

" x | Stainless Steel

PVC

x

1. Ii the fteel or stanleu fteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well caw* cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface eating installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainieu steel, or PVC well cuing looce?
WELL SECURITY:

YES

NO
!

!

Us

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

IPs

x!

ml

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

1

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

m

~j

N/A

DOWrfflOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement leference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Cilculale: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I X|
79.0

•

ft.
%

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require trading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstroctioDt (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. It a stainless steel pUte with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

d

1 Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding i

id the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage lo well?
3. Are the gaardpoM of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Itera(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/26795

Inspected By:

B-157

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-160
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Deptl

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is toe protective casing cuioucd, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well bave a cap or lid?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLEOONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. riloilssr- (Consanaed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

4

X
X

X

•

96.1

ft.

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the aeons road require grading or «^<itwnal gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access u> well? FftplMir

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well ideatificsoon number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:

II

Wm
X

1. Are the giard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the giurdpom of arirqnste height?
4. Is the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?

X

WELL MAJNTENANCEREQUEST j
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
!
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for

10/26795

Inspected By:

B-158

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-164
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site

Screen or Open interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or f»mU«« steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Ii the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the hue of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing Ioo«e7

m

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap andfor metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECXJNDTnON:

ill

X
X
X

I XI

I. It a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top oof well cuing:
3. r>kyiM>; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

111.5

—

•

ft.

4. It this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravd?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFKATION:
1. It a ««mi#«« steel plate with engraved well number an ached to
the ouieraoM casing?
2. It the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

•

X
X
X

— !

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesA» boxes are chrcfcrri
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Ium(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-159

Y-l 2 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-166
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Consoncted Depth:

1. b the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the «eel, r ""***• steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. r . i m i f " (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

1

X
X
X

86.7

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstrocoons occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* ifae access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do aay obstrartina* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a ««ini««» steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

4

X

X
X

[

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped ID prevent water from pondiag around the c
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposis of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-160

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-181
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Sic

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, p«f|i»«« steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

m

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the weU have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing7
DOWNHOLECONEHTO)N:

X
X
X

XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

136.4

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the weU7
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

NO

YES

LH •

1. Does the access road require (lading or additional gravd?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

N/A

•

WELL IDENTIFICATfON:
1. Is a ««•"»«-« Keel plate with engraved well number " > - H to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding i
GUARD POSTS:

X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?

•
X

X |

x1
m

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked.
j

| Primary Item(i)

Inspection Dsse:

|

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

10/30/95

Inspected By:

B-161

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-176
WELL INFORMATION
Wdl Number
Si

Screen or Open Interval Length:

'HsrecTKJN n

WELLCASING&

|

| Steel

| X |Suinlcs» Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

mm

X
X
X

X |

1. U the steel'or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC wdl eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface eating inttaUed (PVC well only)
4. It the utuMUwe eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of b e protective eating?
6. If the ated, "IT* 1 *" sted, or PVC well eating loote?
WELL SECURITY:

1

x|

1. Doet the well have a cap or lid?

1

2. Doet the well have a waterproof stedAwts lock?
3. Are the hatpt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?
DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. It a measnreneai reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depot of well from lop opf well eating:
3. Calculate: (Conancted Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

mI

X

la
X
X
X

xI
73.0

4. It thit value > 0.2 (repteteou % of tcreen or open • hoie jnterval)7
5. Do any utMUuukm occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doet the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obttracboH (locked gates, fallen tree*, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. It a ttainleu seel plate with engraved well number attached to
the oatermoat eating?
2. It the wdl number legible?
3. It the weU identification number correct?

fan

X
X

mm

X

CONCRETEPAD:

m

1. It a concrete pad metalled (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the eating?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poatt damaged?
2. Are the gnatopoats positioned to prevent coUition damage to wdl?
3. Are the goardpoats of adequate height?
4. It the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above thadedyesAx) boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itan(t)

i Date

performed on thit well in 1995

10/30/95

By:

B-162

McMatter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-175
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conatrncted Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

j

| Steel

NO

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC weU casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

YES

1 slip

US

•_LJ

•

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doe* the well have a waterproof steeMwass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing7

m

-^a

!

X
X
X
X

X
X
x

IX>WNH0UECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Cilqilatr.: (Cooxtructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

N/A

61.1

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any ubsuueuons occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ~EMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
\

•

WELL IDENTffKATJON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X

U s the well number legible?
3. Is the well Mmnfinsrinn number correct?

I X

CONCRETE PAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped lo prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

m

H
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
X Are the guardposu positioned lo prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gusrdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
—_—«—^—————————•••^——^•^———-——"^———————•

Request no*, for maiusenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary ltem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

9&O40S.9S-O47S

Inspection Date

B-163

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-177
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number

GW-564

ft.

20.0
78.0

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Consmicted Depth:

CDLVn

'ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION IT

YES

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the iteei or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, suinieu steel, or PVC weU casing loose?
WELLSBCURTIY:
1. Does the weU have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMwass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEffllON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
"» '"wtnTlW**- (fnwOTirtfirt FVpih . Mmnrwl Hrpth) / Srrrm or Oprn Irni-rv.l Length

N/A

X

.Hi
X

1

1

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

I X I CJ
78.9

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represems % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

•

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or tridinVwal gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainifff ttrri plate with engraved well twaril^n *"—*h#** to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

— •

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water fr pi

X

n
id the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/oo boxes are chucked.
j
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Ium(s)

performed on this well in 1993

COMMENTS

B-164

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-242
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| XI
77.0
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ft.
%

ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION FIEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading oc additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFlCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCREIEPAD:

11

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

ii

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request new. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/9/95

B-165

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-243
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is die protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X

1. Docs the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof rteeWwajj lock?

III
mi

3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

roWNHOLECONDTnON:

X
X
! X |
114.4

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

iH

X
X
X

OONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the gusrdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gnardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

illX

X
X

to

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesA» boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-045S

COMMENTS

B-166

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-240
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

if

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

I X |
41.5

•

ft.
70

J

X
X

Hi

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m
Illll

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard pons damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ftX
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date

B-167

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-241
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAwass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
| X |
174.0

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION nEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

ii

IX

##
X
X

PI

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request noi. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-168

Y-12 PLAMT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-109
WELL INFORMATION
Wdl Numben_
Sie:"

GW-608

CRSP

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

PVC

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

72J0
223.0

NO

ft.
ft.

YES

X1

1

•iH

_ZJ H
mi
x|

Hi

•

X
X
X
X

til
X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A

| X |
219.6

•

ft.

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

gffiggj

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the gutrdposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJNTENANeEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

: performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-169

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-110
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber_
Site"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-609
CRSP

10.3

ft.

271.4

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Committed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I LZI
269.4
See comments

•
ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

d
m
•

CONCRETEPAD:

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X
X

X
X

lli
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision <<«"p to well?
3. Are the gasrdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the higa-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Dccth disc

X
X
X

Request no*, for mainte

III

; performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

•ncv doesn'tjesresent sediment accumulation. Detth has remained unchanged through 5 years.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-170

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-113
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of b e protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMmss lock?

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

HI

3. Are the hup* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

IX>WNH0LECONDriK)N:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

IXI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

120.1

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.
*

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION IIEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTiFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
"

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of artrqnafr height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded vet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request DOC. for

performed on this well in 1995
95-028S

COMMENTS

inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-171

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-112
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-611
CRSP

|

WELL CASINGS:

| Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

1. If the iteel or stainlesi steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steeL stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

KM)
120.0

NO

YES

HI

X
X
X

w
M

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

1205
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ft.
ft.

N/A

•

ft.

•

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

III

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ii

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded ycsfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection

95-028S

Inspected By:

10/19/95

B-172

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-025
W H 1 INFORMATION
Weil Number
Site:

| iiliiiiiiiliiiiilil

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

GW-613
S3

10.3
45.2

PRIMARY INSPECTION
WELL CASINGS:

Steel

Stainless Steel

PVC

NO

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

•1

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONE»nON:

X
X
X

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

45.4

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represenu % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDEhJTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

X
X

mm

X

to

X

X

m
xj

iHi
x]

X

X

X

m

WELL MAINTENANCERBOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-002S.95-010S

COMMENTS

B-173

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-026
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNamben_
Site"

GW-614

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

S3

|

| Steel

[ X | Stainless Steel

|

ft.

15.0
93.2

|PVC

ft.

YES

N/A

1. Is b e steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Doe* the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does die well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

ill

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caiing?

93.4

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION riEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL DDENTfflCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plale with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

ill!
X

GUARD POSTS:

Ml
X

X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the higlnraffic yellow paiat degraded?

•
ii

X

X

WELL MAINTENANCE RHjUEST |
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Tntpf—v»i Date:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
9S002S.9S-010S

10/10/95

Inspected By:

B-174

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-136
Well Number
Site:'

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conmucted Depth:

GW-615
S3

WELL CASINGS:

1T\Steel

[^Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

1. Ii the steel or tuinlets iteel well caiing corroded, best, or broken?
2. It the PVC weU cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii > protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steeL stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

2Z5
247.6

ft.
ft.

NO

YES

m
m

X
X

N/A

X

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
2473

ft.

YES

N/A

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

NO
I XI

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL DOENTIFICATKW:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

iH

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?

iff

3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

ml
X
X

ill

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUESTI
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/24/95

B-175

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-270
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-617
S3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitnicted Depth:

103
20.1

ftft

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is b e steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap andA* metal casing?

DOWNHOLECX»«XnON:
I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caiing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Coastructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

20.4
—

•

ft.
*

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION rTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstractiesw (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL ECNTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from pondmg around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

12/13/95

Inspected By:

B-176

S. B.Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-269
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number.
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-618
S-3

11X3
393

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the sted, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSBCURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hi

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONESTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
39.8

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfffCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

.J

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

m
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guatdpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guvdpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-177

S 3 . Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-185
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

35H2S

1

Z Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECOflXnON:

| X |
44.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. r»lrMi*»; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WEIX IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stamfess steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casmg?

m

Z Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

HH
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guatdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gusrdpotu of w^^pf height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mainte

Inspected By:

10/30/95

B-178

s performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-186
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumber:_
Sic"

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-620
S3

|

| Steel

Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

1. It the fteel or stainlef t iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSBCURnY:

1O8
77.5

NO

ft.
ft

YES

N/A

X1

1

HJ m
Hi

ft?m\

X
X
X
X

x]
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTTION:
I X[

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

77.7

X
X

•

ft.

in

mm

SECONDARY INSPECTION FIEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL roENTfflCATfON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. If the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. If a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent coUition damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
4. Is the higMnffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Request nos. for r

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

COMMENTS

B-179

; performed on this well in 1995

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-062
WELL INFORMATION
WdlNnmben_
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-621
EXPB

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is tbe protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing7
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelftmss lock?
3. Aie tbe hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLEOONEaTrON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

15^7
42J

m

ftft.

X
X
X

xI
42.1

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructtoot (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAjo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-180

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-067
WELL INFORMATION
WdlNumben_
Sites"

GW-627

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

BG

16\0
2725

ftft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:

PVC

WELL CASINGS:

NO

YES

X1

1. It the fteel or stainless iteel well cuing conoded, bent, or broken?
Z If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective turface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Ii the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Ii a weep located at the bue of the protective cuing?
6. Ii the Heel, ftainlesi steel, or PVC well cuing loote?

Wm

ii
ii

~J H
mi
x] H

WELLSECURnY:

N/A
X
X
X
X

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

m

2. Does the well have a waterproof tledjbnst lock?
3. Are the hupi firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

X

X

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. b a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Meanred depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Conducted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

270.9

•

ft.

16

4. Ii mil value > 0.2 (repretenu % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any otMtructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Doea the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well7 Explain:
WELL IDENTfiqCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

1

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

ill

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

HI

X

•

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTj
Complete only if any of the above shaded ytsjno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for m i

10/16795

Inspected By:

B-181

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-054
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site"

GW-637
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

30.8

PRIMARY INSPECTION IT
WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainlesi iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing k»te?
WELLSECURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doe* the well have a waterproof Jteel/bfui lock?
3. Are the hup* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONIXnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

Hi

X

Heal

X
X

I X[
30.8

•

ft.
rv

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) Mock
access to weU? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless tteel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ipi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

illX

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•
X

IIIX
X

ni

WELLMAINTfiNANCEREQUESTI
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/13/95

Inspected By:

B-182

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-022
WELL INFORMATION
Wdl Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:

PRIMARY INSPECTION

WELL CASINGS:

| Steel

[ ^ S t t i n l e s s Steel

|

|PVC

1. It the steel or stamless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof «eeM>ras» lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

YES

1

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on thetopof the well casing?

X
X
X

| XI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A

129.6
X
X

ft.

m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obctructioBS (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

§£»»

n

X
X
X

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the gnsrdpotU of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete onry if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-183

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-023
Screen or Open Interval Length:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?

m

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X
X
X

XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

49.8

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard ports damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

X

X

m

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itcm(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not, for maintenance performed on this well in 199S

Inspected By:

10/9/95

B-184

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-082
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
SHe

Screen or Open Interval Length;
Constructed Depti

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
X

WELL CASINGS:

Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

1. Ii die steel or itainleti fteel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Ii a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. It the steel, stainleu fteel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or ltd?

NO

YES

X

PPi
lii

in
X

X
X
X
X

iiii
X
X
X

m
m

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAffus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

N/A

DOWNHOLECONDJTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?

| X I
263

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additions! gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block ,
access to well? Explain:
WELLIDENTfflCATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
~

IB

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete psd installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:

X

mHI

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

X
X

•

WELL MAINTENANCE RBQUEST |
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

1W/9S
B-185

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-048
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X1

iii

UJUUUJ

m

Wm

ZZJ

mj
x|
i§

d

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelftffass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDITiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?

X
X
X

I X|
39.8

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
X

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceas to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

id

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

3

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. b the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X
X

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the gnardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the (nardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•
X

X

X

mi

WELLMA1NTENANCEREQUEST|
Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

95-037S

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measi

Inspection Date

Inspected By:

10/13/95

B-186

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-085
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
Stainless Steel

WELL CASINGS:

|

|PVC

NO

YES

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing instilled (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

mf

ill
ini H
_ZJ

ml
x|

Hi

m

X
X
X

WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAffass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well ctp and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
| X |
26.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A
X
X
X
X

•

ft.

HH
ili

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDEN1TFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

1

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRErEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/9/95

B-187

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-069
WELL INFORMATION
WdlNumben_
Site"

GW-652
BG

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

163
33.7

ft.
ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I XI
33.4

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction* Oocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU? Explain:
WELLEDENTIFKATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m
m

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

mi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts danaged?
2. Are the guaidposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST I
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
I
I Primary Item(s)
|
, Secondary Item(i)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for m

performed on this well in 1995
95-016S

Inspected By:

10/16795

B-188

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-070
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION n

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the iteel or stainlest steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective eating?
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

d

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAnss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

[ XI
41.5

ft.
%

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. It a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost eating?
2. It the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

in

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing7

iiX

GUARD POSTS:

X

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

H

3
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUESTj
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(t)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for r

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-189

: performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-006
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumben_
Sac

GW-654
BO

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conimicted Depth:

1CW
17.8

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC weU casing Ioote7

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

18.9
X
X

•

ft.

Pi

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDEmTFKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caiing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpottt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINIENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yctfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
| X | Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well tn 1995
95-005S.95-009S

B-190

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-079
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

•

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTKW:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
X |
199.1

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require trading or additional gravd?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain: Gate locked at Chestnut Ridge Rd. and Bear Ck. PSS for access.

•

•

WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number aoached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETE PAD:

ii

X

ii
m

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing7

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of arirqnuc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WEIXMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-191

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-077
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNmnben_
Site:

GW-684

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

EXPA

UA
131.5

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the iteel or rnmrtw iteel well caring corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof iteet/braM lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEHTiON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caring?

1x I

2. Meuored depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calailatf.: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

132.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION nEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require gradmg or additional gravel?
2. Do any obftroctioof (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a «*«•»'*«« steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

I
m
m

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to wdl?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
b the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for mai

10/16/95

Inspected By:

B-192

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-078
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Coo Brocted Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSECURnY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof Heel/brut lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

35883

gees

ami

II

X
X
X
| X |
141.8

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruction! (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IEMENT1FICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m

X
X

X

•

X

SSSgS;

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
Z Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAw boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-193

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-061
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-694
EXPB

ft.
"ft

50.5

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

207.3

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the fted, stainless sted, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmtss lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTION:

a

X
X
X

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
207.6

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

ft

•

X
X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is me pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Hi
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adeqnttc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

11
X

WELLMAlNTENANCERBQJJESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mainte

fill
X

X
xnnn;

H

i performed on this well in 1995
95-O41S

10/13/95

Inspected By:

B-194

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-058
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Sie:~

GW-695
EXPB

WELL CASINGS:

|

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conaructed Depth:

10JD
65.0

ft.
ft.

| Steel

1. Ii the fteel or dainlesi neel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. If a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

§11

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEHTJON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ml

X
X
X

IXI
653
X
X

ft.

m
ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
I. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETE PAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJNTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS
Well Wizard miuiluim- removal «nd renlKnl far meuureimiL

Inspection Date:

B-195

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-059
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PVC

WELL CASINOS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at tbe base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSBCURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

NO

YES

X1

IPs

LUJJuj

1

HI

X
X
X
X

x|

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMttus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap aod/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of tbe well casing?

185.2

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

N/A

X
X

•

ft.

urn

SECONDARY INSPECTION rTEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL D^NTsFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m
m
I

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yd low paint degraded?

xj

mi
mi
x)

X

X

m

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete onry if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-196

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-060
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
X~l Steel
1. Ii the fteel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

[ X |
258.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

1

2. Ii the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

•

X
X
X

X

X

aasaas

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-041S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-197

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-063
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-706
EXPB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

Stainless Steel

WELL CASINGS:

|

ft.

25.5
185.4

|PVC

'ft.

YES

1. It the fteel or itainlesf fteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface cuing insulted (PVC well only)
4. It the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the bate of the protective cuing?
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHCJLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Consmicted Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

li

N/A
X
X
X
X

mm
X
X
X

I xI
1853

ft.
%

4. It mil value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction! occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does Ike access road require trading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU7 Explain:

•

WELLIDENTfflCATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ii

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard ports damaged?
Z Are the gaardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(t)
|
| Secondary Item(t)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for

10/16795

Inspected By:

B-196

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-159
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

m

2. Does the well have a waterproof necUJbtm lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

| X |
833

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

X
X
X

•

ft.

•

11

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstroctionf (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stamless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

iiX

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yej/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/26/95

B-199

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-011
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION nEMS:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well
2. Is the PVC weU casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

IXI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

746.0

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructionf (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL KCNTIFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X

H
X
3

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casmg7

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

11
X

X

m
X
X

II

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-200

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-010
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

GW-711
EXPW

50.2

ft.

669.4

ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the fteel or ftainlet f fteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. If • protective turface caf ing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective caf ing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bate of the protective catiag7
6. It the steel, ftainletf tteel, or PVC well cuing loote?

•

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

1

2. Does the well have a waterproof tteeMxut lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONESTiON:

X
X
X
| X |
669.6

1. If a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (reprefenu % of fcreen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravd?
2. Do «ny obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. If the well number legible?
3. If the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gusrdpocts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELL MAINTENANCERBQUEST j

ni

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yq/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

•X

Inspected By:

9/20/95

B-201

McMaster

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-013
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

T! Steel

1. Is the steel or stamless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSBCURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

•s

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of tbe well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. <"«V-"i«*>- (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

II

| X |
460.7

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTffKATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

Z Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are tbe guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

9/20/95

B-202

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-009
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

|

| Stainless Steel

\ _ \ PVC

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWhlHOLEOONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I xI
317.4

•

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well7 Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

B-203

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-012
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sile:"

GW-714
EXPW

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Consmicted Depth:

29$
147.8

ftft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the Keel or itainlen steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

e

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

roWNHOLECONDTllON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calralatr (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

| X I
147.5

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked 8*te>t fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the oatermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

B-204

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-121
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-715
EXPW

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

45.7

PRIMARY INSPECTION IT
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof ited/bnui lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLEOONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

| X I
46.1
X
X

•

ft.

MS

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

SSSSjSS

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

iiX

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X1

Pill
iiix |

X
X

mm

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iiem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-205

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-042
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:"

GW-723
EXPC

ft.

103.4
447.4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

"ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

Steel

Stainless Steel

PVC

NO
X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

lii

1
xj

nil

WELL SECURITY:

YKS

N/A

m

X

m

X
X
X

X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONEffnON:

[ X |

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

447.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFiCA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

mi
n

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

a

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

X
X

illX

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpostt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

Sags

n

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/12/95

B-206

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-017
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:

GW-724

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

EXPC

1Z0
304.3

ftft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:

PVC

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the fteel or itainleM iteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well cat ing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective lurface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

YES

N/A

0

X

X
X

•

•

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

X
X
X

I xI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X

304.1

ft.

4. Is this value > 03. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL DDENTTFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. U the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:

IX

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is thefaith-trafficyellow paint degraded?

X

1

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/2/95

B-207

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-043
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. b the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. b a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing kwse7
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well o p and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTrON:
1. b a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
145.4

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gases, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL DDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

m

2. b the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

n
X

GUARD POSTS:

X

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. b the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

iH
X

IX
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESfl
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/12/95

B-208

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-148
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YKS

N/A

X1

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well caiing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTTY:

WM

iii

II

•

X
X
X
X

x]

d

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
IX>WNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
| X |
177.4
12

•

ft.
%

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless tuxl plate with engraved well number attached to
me outermost casing?

m

1

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETE PAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caiing?

iX

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

11

X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUESTj
Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes^o boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iiemft)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

95-028S

Inspected By:

10/25/95

B-209

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-149
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-732
CRSDB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.0
192.7

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSBCURnY:
X
X
X

•

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAffass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cup and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECX»JEanON:

I xI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Cakslaie: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

192.4

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guatdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gusrdposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X
X

IP

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(i)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
9S4)28S,9S-030S

10/25/95

Inspected By:

B-210

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-244
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:

GW-733

Site"

EXPJ

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

16.4
260.9

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
Z Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casieg?
6. Is the fted, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?

X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

260.1

•

ft.

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION nEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

•

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard post* damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned w prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itera(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Dste:

B-211

I
Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-246
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Sic"

GW-735
EXPJ

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.2
81.0

"ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTIOi
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
| X |
81.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstroctions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caimg?

X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

I1

H!
X
X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-212

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-044
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:_
Site:"

GW-736
EXPC

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

105.1

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steeMwass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calcnlste: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

104.0
11

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft

%

si

OARYINSPBC

NO
I XI

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do aay obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

YES

N/A

en

WELL IDEmTFICATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number «w«>-h~i to
the outermost casing?

m
Mi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Hi

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Hi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the goardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST j
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(t)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for

Inspected By:

10/12/95

B-213

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-045
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

[

| Steel

|

X Stainless Steel

[PVC

YES

N/A

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

•Hi

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?

mm

m

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

LXWNHOLECONDniON:

X
X
X
X |
91.7

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTTHCATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

Hi
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent coUision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

in
in
X

n
X

X

Hi

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if aay of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-214

. r-.

~- . , £ • • ••

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-018
WEIL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

NO

YES

X

IS

m Jill
LZ
ill

LZ

X

X
X
X

IX)WNH0LE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing7

| X |
91.6

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X
X

IB

3

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

N/A

ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

•

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTFKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

a

X
X
X

8

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

n
m

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guatdposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequsie height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for i

; performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/2/95

B-215

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-040
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depd

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:
X
X
X

a

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedAirass lock?
3. Are the haspi firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

EJOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

3225

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTiFJCAITON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

m

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAPflENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(t)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/12/95

B-216

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-015
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-740
EXPC

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitructed Depth:

|

WELL CASINGS:

1 Stainless Steel

|

| PVC

24.4
192.6

NO

ftft.

YES

N/A

1. It the fteel or ftainleis iteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. If a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tteel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONEaTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well caiing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

[ xI
1914

ft.

YES

N/A

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

NO
I X I

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTlFfCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X

m

X

iH

X

HI
X

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

•

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

IP

Hi

X
X

X

mm

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST |
Complete only if any of the above shaded yea/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itcm(i)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for mainte

10/2/95

Inspected By:

B-217

s performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-108
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
She"

GW-742

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

CRSP

7JM)

ft.

423.2

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

iH

3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

iti

DOWNHOLECONDniON:

X
X
X
| X |
422.1

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Ciloilifr: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is mis value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU? Explain:

WELL IDENTTFICAnON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X

PI

X

u

X

til

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of «rf<*p<«»> height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

il

X

iH
X
X

mi

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well m 1995
9S-018S,95-028S,9S-043S

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-218

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-107
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS

1. Ii the tteel or ftainleu steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective furface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHCtECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Consiructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

IXI
16Z0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructioni (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a ttainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

sssss
X

HX

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

fipi
111
X

X

X
gERK

WELL MAINTfiNANCEREQUEST %
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/too boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on mis weU in 1995
9SO18S.95-028S

10/19/95

Inspected By:

B-219

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-217
Well Number
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-744

GRIDK

KM)
69.4

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measuremeot reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

in

X
X
X
| X |
70.0

•

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of artcqoitc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTp
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itera(s)

Inspection Date:

X
X
X
X

Request not. for mainte

Inspected By:

ll/S/95

B-220

iiii

; performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-218
Screen or Open Interval Length:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

El

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I X|

Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

35.5

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL KCNTfffCATION:
1. Is a sunless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETE PAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yci/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itero(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

IMS/95

Inspected By:

B-221

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-216
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Site:
PRIMARY INSPECTION I1EMS:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

X I Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

X |

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

Wm

•

x|

mm

HJ
ml

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?

1111

3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing7

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECX»JEaTK)N:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calnilatr: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I xI
17.2

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It me pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing7

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpocts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Itera(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

UI6/95

B-222

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-213
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSECURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
% Does the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECXMXIKW:
| X |
82.4

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth)/ Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X

•

ft.

i1
m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTlFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
me outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-223

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-215
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caring?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

iH
P§

HI

X
X
X
| X |
29.9

•

ft.
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL DDENTTFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
ganga
•SSBSSH

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard ports damaged?
Are die guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gusrdposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-224

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-214
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

m
m

X
X
X
X

S&83838

2. Does the well have a waterproof stedArus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
18.9

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

•

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:

i

1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotts of adequate height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

Wm

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request DO*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/6/95

B-22S

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-245
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site

GW-750
EXPJ

ft.

10.0
75.3

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

"ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing mitiHf* (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stcelAffais lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHCtECONDmON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measored depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

75.5

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION flEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road requke grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ill

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X

•
X

X

X

Pi

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of tbe above shadtid yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-226

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-220
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

GW-751
GRIDJ

Screen or Open Interval Length;
Constructed Depth:

10X1
62.8

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the iteel or stainleif steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tteeVbnu lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHCtECC*JEHHON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

1
•

X
X
X

IXI
633

ft
%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTlFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
% Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

1
1

CONCRETEPAD:

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m
X

H

X
X
X

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetAw boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for mnmtfnnrKT performed on this well in 1995

B-227

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-219
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTIY:

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

WM

II

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X

EOWNHOLE CONDITION:
X |
18.8

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Catailatr: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? R»pi»iw

•

WELL IDENTlHCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
X

WELLMAINIENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

H/S/95

Inspected By:

B-228

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-158
WEIL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Site:

GW-757

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

3O0
167.3

ft
ft

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

m

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I X|
168.3

•

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the acceu road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gttes, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceu to we!17 Explain:

WELL IDEmTHCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

fli
Hi

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from pond&g around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to preveat collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•x
III
[x

X

X

111

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Request nos. for TTt»TTu*n«T)c* performed on this well m 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded ya/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

B-229

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-192
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof tUxUbrut lock?

X
X
X

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
IX5WNH0LE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X I
52.4
10

•

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur whhm the well? '
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTffKATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

PI

MM

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•

X

SBSBS

•?
X
X

ill

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTl
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAx> boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request nos. for ma

Inspected By:

10/31/95

B-230

s performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-191
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
SHe:~

Screen or Open Interval Length:
CoDHrocted Depth:

GW-759
GridO

WELL CASINGS:

[

106
32.6

ft.
ft.

| Steel

1. It the tteel or stainless fteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Ii the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSBCURTIY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmtss lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDniON:

I XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

32.3

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ii

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gnvel7
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
Z Ii the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

ii
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poos damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfno boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request nos. for maint

Inspected By:

10/31/95

B-231

performed on this well in 1995

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROoNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-189
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Si

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

[

| Steel

1. Ii the Reel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loote?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing7

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

X |
63.2

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION riEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ill

X
X
X

CONCRET£PAD:

HI
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

9

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

nil
X

Are the gusrd potti damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

10/30/95

B-232

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-190
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Contracted Depth:

Site:
PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSBCURnY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONCHHON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| X |
18.1

X
X

4. Is this value > 03. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within me well?

•

ft

1

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELLIDENTJFlCATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

IS
X

GUARD POSTS:
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guaidposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ii
X

•3&SS

X
X

m

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTI
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primaty Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintrnince performed on this well in 1995

10/30/95

Inspected By:

B-233

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-279
Well Number
Site'

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Con ftructed Depth:

GW-763
GridJ

ft.
"ft.

10.4
18.9

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steett>rass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNrKJLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth)/ Screen or Open Interval Length

iii

X
X
X
| X |
18.8

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require trading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a Himlfii steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is b e well identification number correct?

SgKgH

ssllis

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

ll

i§S8a

•33SS

X

988888J3

X

•

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(t)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for mnmtmnrKT performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

12/14/96

B-234

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-195
WELL INFORMATION
Weil Number
Site:"

GW-764
GRIDE

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conflicted Depth:

68.1

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
X

WELL CASINGS:

|

Stainless Steel

[PVC

NO
X

1. Is the fteel or fUinleii steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

YES

mi
fa

• im
m tzz
IH
S8SSB

N/A
X
X
X
X

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?

HI

3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X
X
X

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

67.9

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)7
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?

m

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTfflCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

X
X
X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

1001/95

B-235

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-196
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-765
GRIDE

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

34.5

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is tbe protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

is

x|

WELL SECURITY:

Bggsjjss

X

n

X
X
X

ate
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfaass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

| XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

34.8

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

•

ft.

Wtw

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTfflCATTON:
1. Is a s>ainlf»s steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

H

fill
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpofts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpofts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

HP
iU
X

X
X

IP

WELL MAINTENANCEREQUESTI
Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

10/31/95

Inspected By:

B-236

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-230
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

Hi
§1

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECX)NEffnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. fjlnilnn; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

iH

X
X
X

I X|
483

•

ft.

<5

4. Is this vatoe > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstruction* occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional grivd?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

trim?

Ill
m

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is me pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete onry if any of the above shaded yei/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-237

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-231
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

GW-767
GRID I

Screen or Open Interval Length;
Constructed Depth:

UXO
21.2

ftft

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the fteel or stainless tteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSBCURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?

m
$£•£•£

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap md/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONEffllON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

n

| X |
21.2

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do say obttructiont (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFlCATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m

X
X

w

X

X

X

In
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the gusrd posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the goardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic ydlow paint degraded?

in
X

HP
X
X

II

WEIXMAINTENANCEREQUESTi
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked,
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Dste

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/9/95

B-238

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-236
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site"

GW-768
GRID I

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

67.6

PRIMARY INSPECTK)
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the ttcel at stainless tteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well eating cracked or broken?
3. It a protective turface cat tag initalled (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, beat, or broken?
5. If a weep located at the bate of the protective eating?
6. If the steel, ftaulett iteel, or PVC well eating loote?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/toroi lock?
3. Are the hatps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. If a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well eating:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

X

m

X

X

xI
67.4

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS

•

WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENnEJCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cat ing?

X
X
X

2. If the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. If the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(f)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/9/95

B-239

McMatter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-187
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

T] Stainless Steel

[

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

mi

X

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

MI
ZJ

nil
x)

iH

X
X
X

ft§H§s

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeiybrass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a meaairement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL DDENTCFICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

illX

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•
ill
X

tn
X
X

III

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

Inspection Date:

B-240

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-188
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
ConsructedDepti

|

| Steel

|

Stainless Steel

[PVC

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep looted at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

NO

YES

N/A

Hi

X
X
X
X

X 1

mi

n

x|

X
X
X

1. Does the well nave a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap tad/or metal cuing?

•

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

ft

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFiCATrON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

H

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

mm
HI

CONORETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X
X

M
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAto boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

B-241

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-194
WELL INFORMATION
WellNumben_
Sic"

GW-771

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conducted Depth:

GridC

WELL CASINGS:

PVC

1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAtfus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

14^8

ft-

61.7

ft.

NO

YES

N/A

X1
X
X

uuuj

ilij
iiii

X

x|

HI

•1

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

58.9
19

X

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Hi

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

HI

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

111
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard ports damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/oo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Ilem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-242

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-193
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:

WELL CASINGS:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depti

|

| Steel

X Stainless Steel

|

[PVC

1. It the Keel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bate of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELLSBCURITY:

NO

WM
j

Hi
x]

•

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
Z Does the well have a waterproof steeMxus lock?
3. Are toe hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

YES

N/A

X 1

DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Meuured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X

Hi
p|

X

X

X
X
X

| XI
18.6

ft.
"%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL ECmTFJCATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

d

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
I. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardpocu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

B-243

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-235
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Dead

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

m

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfoass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNIWLECONDrnON:

X
X
X

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate; (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

61.6

ft.

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTffKATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guttdpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the higa-trafiic yellow paint degraded?

iili
X
X

WELLMAPflENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

11/9/95

Inspected By:

B-244

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-234
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site"

GW-774
GRIDH

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

28.9

WELL CASINGS:

NO

YES

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing7
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

i

mi
P

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAffus lock?

ggggj
ssssw

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

Iffl

m

N/A
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

SSSSKS

DOWNHOLECONDniON:
1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

| XI
28.8

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

m

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the caiing?

X

nil
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete ooty if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-245

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-232
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSBCURnY:
1. Does the well nave a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelfrass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHCtECONDTITON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

d

X
X
X

IXI
56.0

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obftructiom occur within tbe well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-246

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-233
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. If the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, beat, or broken?
2. If the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless fteel, or PVC well eating loose?
WELLSBCURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

d

2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caring?

X
X
X

IXI
22.1

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
X
X

4. Is thu value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

ft.

n

SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
accen to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTOTCA1TON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing7

§§ll

2. Is me well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

III

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

•

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X
X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate, height?
4. It the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

m

X
X
X
X

WELLMAIMENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/so boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(f)

Request not. for mainte

: performed on this well in 1995

Ma}-boleinstallation.

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

11/9/95

B-247

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-277
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number
Site"

GW-777

GridB

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

ft.

10.1
61.5

ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

PVC

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the baas of b e protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

YES

N/A

J

X
X
X
X

WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

| X I

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this vahie > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

61.2
X
X

•

ft.

Hi

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casmg?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

d

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

ill
X
H

X
mm
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpottt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the higMraffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

B-248

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-278
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Site:

GW-778

Screen or Open Interval Length:

Constructed Depth:

GridB

IOJO

ft.

2AS

ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brais lock?

X
X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

DOWNHOLECONDTITON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

IX1

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

24.5

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?

m

X
X
X

m

X

X

3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|

| Primary Item(s)

|

performed on this well in 1995

| Secondary Item(s)

COMMENTS

B-249

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-224
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is Ac steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at die base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
I»WNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Citnilav (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

I X|
65.0
<5

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represcou % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL H)ENITFfG\TION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number « » « * ^ to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:

X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yeUow paint degraded?

xl

mi
H§i

X
X

x]

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-250

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-223
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Connrocted Depth:

1. It the tteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
IX)WNHOLECX>NDrnON:
1. b a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 02. (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

| XI
203
X
X

•

ft

m
ill

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or nfrfitKmal gravd?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTHCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad ended or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are toe guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREOUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mamtmance performed on this well m 1995

B-251

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-228
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

WELL CASINGS:

GW-781
GRIDE

|

| Steel

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1 Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the weU have a waterproof stedAmus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
MWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is mis value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

10.1

ft.

71.2

"ft.

NO

YES

M

X
X
X

UP

N/A

I X|
70.8
X
X

ft.
%

In

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTTFICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
GONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

H

m

X
X
X
X

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guaidposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-tragic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-252

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-229
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:
PRIMARY INSPECTION HEMS:
WELL CASINGS:

|

PVC

[ Steel

NO

YES

N/A

X1

1. Ii the fteel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

mi

ZZ]

§1

x|

ii

ill

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Pi

Z Does the well have a waterproof steelftrass lock?

ii

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X

X
X
X

I X|
37.9

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
Z Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

ill

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
Z Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
Z Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCERBQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
[ Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/8/95

B-253

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-227
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Sic"

GW-783
GRIDE

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

it

10.0
16.5

"ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

m

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONDmON:
| X |
16.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of tbe well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within tbe well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
acceas to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFKATK»I:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is tbe well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is tbe pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

m
m

X
X
X

X

X

mi

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are tbe guard potu damaged?
2. Are tbe guardpottt positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are tbe guardposu of arirqimr height?
4. Is tbe high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primacy Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

B-254

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-272
WELL INFORMATION
Well Numben_
Sins"

GW-784
GridD

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1O0
66.7

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. Ii the fteel or tuinlesi fteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. If a protective furface eating intuited (PVC well only)
4. It the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep looted at the bate of the protective eating?
6. If the sted, ftainlett tteel, or PVC well eating loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Doet the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doef the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hatpt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?

d

DOWNHOLECONEffnON:
1. If a meaturement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well eating:
3. Calculate: (Conttructed Depth - Meatured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

I X|
66.5

ft.

4. It thit value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL nDENTTHCATION:
1. Is a ttiinlris steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
Z Is the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

•
m

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

3

X

ill
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Itera(s)

X

X

r

performed on this well m 1995

B-255

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-271
Screen or Open Interval Length;
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

PVC

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of tbe protective casing?
6. Is tbe steel, stainless sted, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Doe* tbe well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAwass lock?
3. Are tbe hups firmly welded to well cap todfor metal casing?

DOWNrTOLECONDmON:

NO

YES

N/A

isgjgggg

X

X1

wM
J X
lxi i
l in

m

X

X
X

X
X
X

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of tbe well casing?
ft.
%

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within tbe well?

X
X

II

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does tbe access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTfilCATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the oulamoa casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is tbe well identification number correct?

d

X

M
X
mm

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

WM,
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision danage to well?
3. Are the guardpocts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X
WAX

X
X

X

WELLMAJNTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded ytt/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

B-256

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-221
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the iteel or ftainlesi steel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. b the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Ii a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing7
6. It the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing7
DOWNHCXJECXWEffnON:

XI

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

66.3

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

•

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represent! % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICA'nON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

w

2. Is the wdl number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X

X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for mwrrUfny"^ performed on this well m 1995

11/8/95

Inspected By:

B-257

McMaster/Iones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-222
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is die protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTIY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steetfvass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

d

EOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from topopf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen of Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

| X |
16.1
X
X

ft.

in

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additkwri gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?
CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are the guardpoits positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the gnardpofts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

HPR

mX

W%

X

X

X

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yetfao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mpmfm«TKT performed on this well m 1995

COMMENTS

B-258

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-225
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Site"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
ConMructed Depth:

GW-788
GRIDF

9.8

ft.

70.0

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1.1< the neel or stainless fteel well eating corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3.1« a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
X
X

m
•8SS

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?

X

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

DOWNHOLECONDTITCW:
| X |
69.9

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

ft.
'%

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional (ravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well numb attached to
the outermost cuing?

Hi

X

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

Wm

X

X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded ye»/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

Inspected By:

11/8/95

B-259

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTEC
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-226
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does die well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

mm

urn

X
X
X

[ X|
25.3

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) /Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obs&udions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

in

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ip

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

H
X

GUARD POSTS:

xj

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the giMrdposU of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

Wm

§m

H
X
X

x]

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete onty if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

performed on this well m 1995

B-260

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-274
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site:"

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

GW-791

GridD

10.0
69.9

ft.
ft.

PRIMARY INSPECTION IT

|

WELL CASINGS:

|PVC

NO

YES

N/A

HP

X
X

X1

1. It the cteel or itainlesf iteel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2.Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMwus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?

mi
X|
Pi

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

in!

X
X

X
X
X
| X |
72.4
—

•

ft
tv

X
X

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

iii
ill

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

in

GUARD POSTS:

!ii
X

1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpocu of adequste height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST I
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesMo boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for maintenance performed on this well in 199S
9S-O31S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-261

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-273
Well Number
Site:"

GW-792
GridD

ft.

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

"ft.

29.3

PRIMARY]
WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

PVC

| X | Stainless Steel

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Isa weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the weU have a waterproof stecl/brui lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTIION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
Z Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. r»Wl«*- (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

NO

YES

up

X
X
X

ill

N/A

I X|
31.9

ft.
%

YES

N/A

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • bole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION HEMS
WELL ACCESS:

NO
I XI

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

Wm

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

ill!

tn

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:

H
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

M
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995
95-O31S

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

12/13/95

B-262

S.B. Jones

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-052
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:"

GW-793
AGLLSF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Comtrocted Depth:

10J)
3L5

ft.
ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. If the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective eating corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the bale of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:

X
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well nave a waterproof steelArus kxk7
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTrON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well caiing?

ft.

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?

1

Z Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

a

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

X

X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUESTf
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAio boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for

performed on this well m 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed and replaced for measurement.

Inspection Date:

10/13/95

Inspected By:

B-263

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-021
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof ited/braii lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

lit

DOWNHOLE CONDITION:

| X |
4^5

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is mis value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

X
X
X

X
X

SECONDARY INSPECTION flEMS
WELL ACCESS:

ft.

•

1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATiON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

IP
iH

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

X
X
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard potts damaged?
Are Ac guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guvdpocu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS
WfJl Wizard instiilalinn* renvwnl anil rerilareA fnr mRinmivnt

Inspection Date:

B-264

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-056
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number
Si

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Ii the fteel or stainless Reel well caxing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. It the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Ii • protective furface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. It the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the Due of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

HI

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof Heclfomi lock?
3. Are the baspt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

iH

DOWNHOLECONDTnON:

X
X
X

I X|

1. Ii a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. ^fkni***' (CoaMncted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

22.6

•

ft.

4. Ii this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open - hoie interval)?
5. Do any obstracticat occur within the weU7

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENnHCATiON:
1. It a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cassog?

R

2. It the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. It a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. It the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding aroood the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posti damaged?
Are the guardpotts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

X1
X

pi
x!

X

n

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
uerfonued on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesAo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(i)
|
| Secondary Iten(s)

95-003S

COMMENTS
Well Wizard uuullation: removed and replaced for measurement

Inspection Date

B-265

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-183
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conioocted Depth:

Sic

NO

WELL CASINGS:

X1

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELLSECURTTY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

Hfi
X |

YES

Upl

ili

]
1

N/A

X
X
X
X

iH§
X
X
X

2. Does the well have a waterproof tteel/brus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTTrON:

I X|

I. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opfweU casing:
3. Calculne: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

139.7

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

•
•

1. Does the access road require grading or «^«!V^iiii gravel?
2. Do any obnructiont (locked gates, fallen trees, etc) block
access to weU7 Explain:
WELL IDENTlFICATiON:
1. Is a "•"•'*«« steel plate with engraved well number »««>•<—«< to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?

1
m

3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?

X
X
X

—

X

H
X

3. Is the pad sloped to prevent waier from ponding around the casing?
GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to preveot collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpotu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST

performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
|
[ Secondary Item(s)

95-004S

COMMENTS

Inspection Dste:

Inspected By:

10/30/95

B-266

McMaster

Y-l 2 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-179
WELL INFORMATION
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Well Number
Si

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

NO

, or broken?
1. Is the steel or stainless steel weU casing corroded
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC weU only)
4. Is the proactive casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing7
6. Is the sted, stainless steeL or PVC well casing loose?

YES

N/A

XI

I

i5a
M

|

XI

Hi1

X
X
X
X

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAmst lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal caimg?

111

iH

X
X
X

IXJWNHOLECONDrnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

I X|

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

137.0

•

ft.

3. f ' i k v i T (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do my obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:

NO

1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

YES

N/A

m •
•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel piate with engraved well number attached 10
the outermost casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number comet?

CONCRETE PAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casag?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard poets damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpostt of adequate height7
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if say of the above shaded yes/no boics are checked.

|

| Primaty Itera(s)

performed on this well in 1995

[ ^ ] Seconds^ Ium(s)

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-267

Y-l 2 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-182
WELL INFORMATION
Well Number
Site

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. It the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. It a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
i. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the sted, stainless steel, or PVC weU casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedArass lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference pomt marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well eating:
3. din' 1 '"" (Coostrocted Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open interval Length

ii

m

X
X
X

153.0

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
i to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
: X

CONCRETEPAD:

m
m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the eating?

X |

X

1X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the goardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the goardposu of arirqnatc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

; x
w^

i A

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if tny of the above shaded yet/ao boxes are checked.
1
| Primary Itemfs)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

n» ifrwrnrA rm thi« wrjl in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/30/95

Inspected By:

B-268

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-178
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumben_
Sias~

GW-799

Screen or Open interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

LV

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. It the tteel or tuinieu steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC weU eating cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuk>g corroded, bent, or broken?
5. It a weep located at the base of the protective casing7
6. It the steel, stainless tteel, or PVC well eating loo#e?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

iH

2. Does the well have a waterproof tteeMnss kick?

mm

3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal eating?
DOWNHOLEOONDTnON:
1. It a measurement lefeieuce point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. rtVn\\-'" (Constructed Depth • Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X

| X I
93.8

•

ft.

4. It this value > 02 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obsuuciiuut occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obsmctioat (locked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to weU7 Explain:

•

WELL IDENnHCATION:
1. Is a Hamlets tteel plate with engraved well number anached lo
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. It the well identification number correct?
CONCRETE PAD:
1. It a concrete pad instilled (active wells oniy)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. It the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the eating?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard potts damaged?
2. Are the guardpotts poutiooed to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardpoats of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
^

-

^

—

•

—

—

~

—

—

—

-

—

performed on this well in 1995

Complete only if any of the above shaded yesfoo boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Iiem(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)
COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

10/30/95

Inspected By:

B-269

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-039
WELL INFORMATION
WeU Number
Si

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

1. Ii the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, beat, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

ill
%&&

2. Does the well have a waterproof steel/brass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?
DOWNHOLECONDTnON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. ralmtatr: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

X
X
X
X |
33.4

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obscroctiom occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravd?
2. Do any obstroctions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

_____

•

WELL IDENTIFICATTON:
1. Is a «<«<•—»«• fteel plate with engraved well number »"—*r—t to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCREIEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing7

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposu of adrqnatc height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow pamt degraded?
WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yes/no boxes are checked.
!
| Primary Itemfs)
[
[ Secondary Item(s)

Request not. for maintenance performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

B-270

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-180
WELL INFORMATION
Screen or Open Interval Length:
CmfTructed Depth:

Well Number
Site

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

| X | Stainless Steel

|

| PVC

NO

YES

XI
I

1. Is the steel or surinleu steel well cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective cuing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?

1
X1

u
m
J

N/A
X
X
X
X

WELLSECURnY:
X
X
X

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof stedAwus lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap major metal cumg?

DOWNHOLECONDmON:

DO

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:

191.0

•

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth -Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

x|

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doea the accea road require grading or additionil gravel?
2. Do any obstructions (locked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

X1

Are the guard posts dsmaged7
Are the guardposu positioned to prevea collision dmage to well?
Are the gusrdposu of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

•gem

X
X

•

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST I
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/no boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

; performed on this well in 1995

Request nos. for i

By;

10/3O/9S

B-271

McMuter

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-247

WELL INFORMATION
WellNumoen_
Sfc

GW-816
EXP-SR

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

Xlstajnleu Steel

| |PVC

ft.

9.4

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

"ft.

17.9

NO

YES

N/A

"xl

1. Is the steel or n""*— steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken7
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless sted, or PVC well casing loose?

i

TJ

J

x|

mm

lH

DOWNHOLECONDrnON:

X
X

™

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMxats lock?
3. Are the haspi firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X

X
X
X

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

17.7

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:

ft.

3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length
4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obscructjom occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstruct ioni Cocked gales, fallen trees, etc) block
I to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outennoat casing?

X
X
X

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

3m
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

3

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpoctt of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

xi

m
X
X

M

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded y"A» boxes are checked.
[
| Primary Item(s)
[
| Secondary Item(s)

Request no*, for

performed on this well m 1995

Well Winrd instills*inn* mruwtvt an/4 nmlanM fnr

Inspection Date:

11/10/95

Inspected By:

B-272

McMuter

1

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-212

WELL INFORMATION
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

Well Number
SHe:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS

1. Ii the steel or ««•"!>«« steel well cuing corroded, beat, or broken?
2. If the PVC weU cauog cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface cuing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective cuing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the stteL stainless steel, or PVC well cuing loose?
WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?

n

2. Does the well have a waterproof steeMmss lock?
3. Are the hupt firmly welded to well cap and/or metal cuing?
DOWNHOLE CONDITION:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well cuing?
2. Measured depth of well from top opf well cuing:
3. Calnilair: (Conmrocted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

.il

X
X

LJL
| X |
25.6

•

ft.

4. Is this vaiue > 02 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obatruetiont occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION TTEMS
WELL ACCESS:

YES

NO

N/A

[13

1. Does the access road require grading or »^»tonal gravel?
2. Do any obstructions flocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
_____^__

WELL IDENTTFICATION:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

R

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

! X

CONCRETEPAD:

mxl
m

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardpoats of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yo/po boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for

performed on this well in 1995

Well Wizard installation: removed arai reslaced for

Inspection Date:

11/3/95

Inspected By:

B-273

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-163
Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

WELL CASINGS:

|

| Steel

X Stainless Steel

|

|PVC

YES

1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the wrH. stainless steel, or PVC well casing loote?

iis
[

m

WELL SECURITY:
1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
2. Doe* the well have a waterproof steelArass lock?
3. Are the hasp* firmly welded to well cap and>or metal casing?

m

DOWNHOLECONDTIION:

X
X
X

I X|

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?
2. Measured depth of well from lop opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Conducted Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

137.1
<5

N/A
X

X
X
X

—

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obsuuuiens occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Doe* the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any uUuucticns (locked gate*, fallen trees, etc) block
access to weU7 Explain:

•

WELL IDENnHCATON:
1. Is a r*•"***« steel piste with engraved well mnber ""rhiH to
the omemwat casing?
2. Is the weU number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

4

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
1. Is a i 'ir i"» pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guaruposu positioned to prevent collision damage to weU7
3. Are the gusrdposu of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paiat degraded?
WELL MAINTENANCEREQUEST
——-^———
Complete only if any of the above shaded yqytao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)
COMMENTS

performed c* this well in 1995

Inspection Date:

B-274

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-020
WEIJL INFORMATION
Well Number:
Site:

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Constructed Depth:

PRIMARY INSPECTION ITEMS:
WELL CASINGS:
1. Is the steel or stainless steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. Is the PVC well casing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken?
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the Heel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELL SECURITY:

d

1. Does the well have a cap or lid?
% Does the well have a waterproof steelAmss lock?
3. Are the hups firmly welded to well cap snd/or metal casing?
DOWNH0LECONDTI1ON:
1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well casing?

X
X
X

I xI

2. Measured depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

169.3

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open • hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?
SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require grading or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gates, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:
WELL IDENnFTCATTON:
1. Is a stainless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost casing?

d

2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

X
X
X

CONCRETEPAD:
X

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the casing?

X

Hi

Tmrm
X

GUARD POSTS:
1.
Z
3.
4.

Are the guard posts damaged?
Are the guardposu positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
Are the guardposts of adequate height?
Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ho boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Inspection Date:

Request not. for

Inspected By:

10/2/95

B-275

performed on this well in 1995

McMaster

Y-12 PLANT GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL INSPECTION CHECKLIST
INSPECTION NO.:
95-019
WELL INFORMATION
WeUNumber_

GW-829
OLF

Screen or Open Interval Length:
Conitrncted Depth:

ft.

9.9
118.8

ft.

WELL CASINGS:
1. It the fteel or stainleif steel well casing corroded, bent, or broken?
2. If the PVC well cuing cracked or broken?
3. Is a protective surface casing installed (PVC well only)
4. Is the protective casing corroded, bent, or broken7
5. Is a weep located at the base of the protective casing?
6. Is the steel, stainless steel, or PVC well casing loose?

WELLSECURTTY:

B
1

1. Doe* the well have a cap or lid?
2. Does the well have a waterproof steelAxus lock?
3. Are the hasps firmly welded to well cap and/or metal casing?

X
X
X

DOWNHOLECONEffnON:
| X |
118.6

1. Is a measurement reference point marked on the top of the well eating?
2. Meawred depth of well from top opf well casing:
3. Calculate,: (Constructed Depth - Measured Depth) / Screen or Open Interval Length

•

ft.

4. Is this value > 0.2 (represents % of screen or open - hole interval)?
5. Do any obstructions occur within the well?

SECONDARY INSPECTION ITEMS
WELL ACCESS:
1. Does the access road require gradmg or additional gravel?
2. Do any obstructions Cocked gales, fallen trees, etc.) block
access to well? Explain:

•

WELL IDENTIFICATiON:
1. Is a sunless steel plate with engraved well number attached to
the outermost cuing?
2. Is the well number legible?
3. Is the well identification number correct?

CONCRETEPAD:

iiX

1. Is a concrete pad installed (active wells only)?
2. Is the pad cracked or deteriorated?
3. Is the pad sloped to prevent water from ponding around the cuing?

n

X
X

GUARD POSTS:
1. Are the guard posts damaged?
2. Are the guardposts positioned to prevent collision damage to well?
3. Are the guardposts of adequate height?
4. Is the high-traffic yellow paint degraded?

WELLMAINTENANCEREQUEST
Complete only if any of the above shaded yet/ao boxes are checked.
|
| Primary Item(s)
|
| Secondary Item(s)

Request nos. for mainte

; performed on this well in 1995

COMMENTS

Inspection Date:

Inspected By:

10/2/95

B-276

McMaster

APPENDIX C
REQUESTS FOR WELL RESURVEYS

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:

95-001

Well Number CH-189

Site: Rogers Quarry

Inspection Number 94-663

Inspected By: McMaster

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
[]c] Well location needs to be resurveyed
Q

Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
This corehole could not be located in the field. A resurvey of location needs to be performed.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

B.W. McMaster

DATE:

(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-l

1/27/95

I
Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:

95-002

Well Number GW-172

Site: UT Arboretum

Inspection Number 94-574

Inspected By: McMaster

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

\x\ Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well head upgrade and casing extended; needs resurvey for new top of casing elevation.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

B.W. McMaster

DATE:

(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-2

1/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:

95-003

Well Number GW-230

Site: UT Arboretum

Inspection Number 95-575

Inspected By. McMaster

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

'[x] Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well head upgrade and casing extended; needs resurvey for new top of casing elevation.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

DATE:

B.W. McMaster
(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-3

1/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:.

95-004

Well Number GW-791

Site: Grid Well

Inspection Number. 94-102

Inspected By: Jones

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

[x] Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well casing has been extended; needs resurvey for new top of casing elevation.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

B.W.McMaster

DATE:

(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-4

1/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:

95-005

Well Number. GW-792

Site: Grid Well

Inspection Number. 94-103

Inspected By: Jones

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

\x\ Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well casing extended; needs resurvey for new top of casing elevation.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

DATE:

B.W. McMaster
(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-5

1/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:.

95-006

Well Number GW-508

Site: Rust Garage

Inspection Number N/A

Inspected By: McMaster

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

\x\ Well casing extended or shortened

D Other
COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well casing has been modified for retrieving bailer; a resurvey needs to be performed for new top of
casing elevation.

Resurvey data received 3/15/95.

APPROVED BY:

B.W. McMaster

DATE:

(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-6

1/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
REQUEST FOR WELL RESURVEY
Request No:.

95-007

Well Number GW-066

Site: OilLandfarm

Inspection Number 95-097

Inspected By: McMaster

REASON FOR WELL RESURVEY:
Q

Well location needs to be resurveyed

\x\ Well casing extended or shortened

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
The stainless stick-up was cut to remove a bailer stuck below a kink in the casing. A resurvey needs to
be performed for new top of casing elevation.

APPROVED BY:

Bruce W. McMaster

DATE:

(GWPP MANAGER OR DESIGNEE)

C-7

10/18/95

APPENDIX D
COMPLETED MAINTENANCE REQUESTS

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.:

95-001S

WELL NUMBER: See Below

LOCATION: Sediment Disposal Basin

INSPECTION DATE: 1/19/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:
\~\

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

P]

Repair/Replace Hasp

__] Well Identification

•

Replace Lock

1|

Q

Well RehabiUution

~^\ Other

Well Access

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Tree across main road above GW-303 needs removal; access road on backside of Sediment Disposal Basin also
has small tree down that needs removal. There is also a tree on road above Kerr Hollow Quarry that needs
to be removed.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
1/20/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

1/25/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:

Trees were removed as requested.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 1/25/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:

Bnice W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESJGNEE

awn
D-l

1/25/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-002S
WELL NUMBER: GW-613, GW-614

LOCATION: S3 Area

INSPECTION DATE: 1/19/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

r~] Build/Rcp«ir Concrete Pad

^

£J

^ ] Extend or Repair Casing

|

Install/Repair Protective Posts
| Repair/Replace Hasp

Replace Cap

_ J Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

1 § Well Access

Q

Well Rehabiliution

^

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
The access road to these wells needs some gradewoik and more gravel due to rains. Also a small tree across road
that needs removal.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
1/20/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

1/27/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:

Repaired access road and removed tree as requested.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 1/30/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Access improved as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-2

1/30/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-003S
t

WELL NUMBER: GW-795

US

LOCATION: Oil Landfarm Area
INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 1/19/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

(~~| Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Q

|""| Extend or Repair Casing

Instill/Repair Protective Posts

Replace Cap

j""] Repair/Replace Hasp

f~I

Well Identification

•

Replace Lock

[ x j Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

[_J Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
A couple of small trees need removal from road to well location.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Trees were removed as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 1/30/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work performed as requested.

APPROVED BY:

DATE:

Bruce McMaster

PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-3

1/25/95

I
Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-004S
WELL NUMBER: GW-796

LOCATION: SPAD

INSPECTION DATE: 1/27/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

I""! Build/Repiir Concrete Pad

[""] Replace Cap

Pj

|

Install/Repair Protective Posts

| Extend or Repair Casing

|~*1 Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Well Identification

["""I Replace Lock

p^

WeU Access

Q

Q

Other

Well Rehabiliution

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Tree across road to well site needs removaL

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
1/31/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

IDATEWORK COMPLETED:

1/31/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed tree as requested.

Randy Phillips

DATE INSPECTED: 2/1/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
B nice W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

awi

D-4

2/1/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-005S
|\VELL NUMBER: GW-079, GW-080, GW-654

LOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 1/26/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Q

Install/Repair Protective PosU

|

Replace Cap
| Extend or Repair Casing

[~~] Rep*ir/Replace Hasp

F ~ | Well Identification

|

fxj

WeU Access

•

Other

Q

| Replace Lock

WeU Rehabiliution

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Trees across road to well site need removal.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

1/31/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

1/31/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed trees as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 2/1/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
BJO1

D-5

2/1/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-006S
WELL NUMBER: GW-208

H

LOCATION: ScarboroRd.
INSPECTED BY: Rundle

INSPECTION DATE: 3/6/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

| ^ ] Replace Cap

rn

Install/Repair Protective Poitt

|

| Extend or Repair Casing

F*1 Repair/Replace Hasp

j_J Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

[~"| WeU Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

[Xj Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Packer in well needs to be removed no later than 3/7/95 for sampling. Replace packer no later than 3/10/95.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

3/6/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

3/10/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed packer 3/6/95. Replaced on 3/10/95.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 3/10/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI

D-6

3/10/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-007S
WELL NUMBER: See comments

LOCATION: Bear Creek Rd at Gum Branch
BBfflf SBHIffiff\.ft I "| 1 ' if il1,1 l|'|i|flll|l|PI'1,' |'' 1 'If ;f|l| 1i|l;l"j!!!l!»i:!!|^|f ff

INSPECTION DATE:

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

5/3/95

MAINTENANCE TO B E PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^]

Replace Cap

I""] Install/Repair Protective Posts

|j|

Extend or Repair Casing

ri

_J

Well Identification

["~| Replace Lock

^

Well Access

•

^J Other

Q

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Rehabilitation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
A spring location that is to be sampled this quarter needs to have weeds and brush cleared for access.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

5/4/95

[DATE WORK COMPLETED:

5/4/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Cleared weeds as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 5#/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
awn
D-7

5/4/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-008S
WELL NUMBER: See comments

LOCATION: Y-12Area

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle, McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

[~|

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

F*H InstallTRepair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

|""| Repair/Replace Hasp

__j Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

3

Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

^

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
All wells that are currently being sampled in the Y-12 area need to be checked for access and weeds for the warm
weather season, and any clearing that needs to be done should be performed.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

5/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/30/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Wells cleared of weeds and brush as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/30/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE;

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
awn

D-8

6/30/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-009S
WELL NUMBER: GW-079, GW-080, GW-654

LOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 5/30/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Replace Cap

Build/Repair Concrete Pad
Insttll/Reptir Protective Posts

|

| Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

Well Access

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
A blowdown of trees needs to be cleared from road for well access.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/6/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Cleared trees as requested with backhoe and chainsaw.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/6/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
9341

D-9

6/6/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-010S
WELLNUMBER: GW-613,GW-614

LOCATION: S3.Area

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

n

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Posts

J

Extend or Repair Casing

\~~] Repair/Replace Hasp

j^j Well Identification

[~|

Replace Lock

]x] WeU Access

Q

WeU Rehabilitation

~^] Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Roadwork needs to be done for access to these wells.

JMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/6/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Access cleared of trees that were down; roadwork performed.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/6/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Trees cleared as requested.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

tarn

D-10

6/6/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-01 IS
WELL NUMBER: GW-232

LOCATION: REMOTEC

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

Well Access

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Road needs some grade-work and gravel put down. Extend current gravel all the way to well sites.

(MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/7/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Repaired road with backhoe and applied gravel as requested.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
BJO1

D-ll

6/9/95

I
Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-012S
WELL NUMBER: GW-158, GW-241

[LOCATION: Sediment Disposal Basin

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Q

Replace Cap

r~|

Extend or Repair Casing

|""j Repair/Replace Hasp

[_|

Well Identification

j~J

Replace Lock

[ x j WeU Access

Q

Well Rehabiliution

Q

|

Build/Repair Concrete Pad
| Install/Repair Protective Posts

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Access road for wells needs weeds cleared.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY:

Highland Drilling Company

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/6/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED':
Cleared weeds as requested.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-12

6/9/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-013S
WELL NUMBER: GW-601, GW-368, GW-369, GW-646
EifjffnfflH#|J||/^

LOCATION:

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

OULandfarm

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

n ]

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

"^2 Replace Cap

J~|

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

|~~] Repair/Replace Hasp

Extend or Repair Casing
|

Well Identification

[""]

Replace Lock

^

Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

^

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Road needs regrading for well access.

•

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
6/2/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/6/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Roadwork performed as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/7/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
awn
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6/7/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-014S
WELL NUMBER: GW-217, GW-135

LOCATION: Chestnut Ridge, LFIV

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95

INSPECTED BY: Jago, McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

~J Replace Cap

£J

Install/Repair Protective Posts

_]

Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Repair/Replace Hasp

^J

Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

1!|

WeU Access

Q

WeU Rehabilitation

^

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Road has washed badly and needs regrading for well access.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/2/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/7/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Repaired road with dozer and backhoe; applied gravel as requested.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Roadwork is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-14

6/9/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.:
WELL NUMBER: GW-042, GW-040

95-015S
LOCATION: Burial Grounds

llHiili!15S
INSPECTED BY: Rundle

INSPECTION DATE: 5/1/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^J

Replace Cap

r j

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

_J

Well Identification
Well Access

|

| Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Replace Lock

1|

r~|

Well Rehabilitation

12 Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Access to wells needs weedeating. Entrance to this area requires RADworker I and II training and dress out.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
6/2/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/5/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Performed weedeating as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Weeds cleared as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
own
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6/9/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-016S
WELL NUMBER: GW-651, GW-652

11

1

LOCATION:

1 11

Burial Grounds

faw ^''!!!' !! i l l liWIHIUM!'',' ' "i lift I!!'! '!!!'' ^ W P P i l l f f f i * ^ ^
INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 6/2/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

[""] Repair/Replace Hasp

_J

Well Identification

|~~1 Replace Lock

^

Well Access

Q

"^\ Other

WeU Rehabilitation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Access to well site needs some regrading and trees that have blown down need to be cleared.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Blowdowns were removed and access repaired to said wells.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Trees removed and access is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI

D-16

6/9/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-017S
WELL NUMBER: GW-648

m

LOCATION: Rust Salvage Area

mm

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 6/2/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

| ~ ] Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

[~~] Repair/Replace Hasp

[_]

Q]

Replace Lock

[X] Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Q

| Extend or Repair Casing

Well Identification

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Road needs some grading near well site and brush needs clearing.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
6/8/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/9/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Road graded and brush cleared.

Randy Phillips

DATE INSPECTED: 6/13/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI

D-17

6/13/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-018S
WELL NUMBER: GW-742, GW-743

LOCATION: Chestnut Ridge Security Pits

INSPECTION DATE: 6/2/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Q

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^ j Extend or Repair Casing

Replace Cap

r~[ Repair/Replace Hasp

^J Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

JXJ Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

^ ] Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Turn-off from Haul Road to access road needs work done for easier turning at top of hill. Gravel needs to be added
to even up well sites.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: highland Drilling Company
6/8/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/19/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Work performed as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/20/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
BWJ1
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6/20/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-019S
WELL NUMBER: GW-208

LOCATION: ScarboroRoad

INSPECTION DATE: 6/7/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

|*~[ Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

| Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

WeU Access

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Packer needs to be removed for sampling and replaced no later than two days after sampling completion.

iMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
6/9/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/16/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Packer removed and replaced as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/16/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work performed as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

awn
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6/16/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-020PS
WELL NUMBER: CH-189
INSPECTION DATE: 6/1/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

WeUAcceis

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
This corehole was relocated by surveying after it could not be located during last inspection. The site needs a
well-head upgrade; casing extension, pad, protective posts, cap, hasp and lock, identification.

{MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/9/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

11/5/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:

Well-head upgrade completed as requested.
Randy Phillips

(MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 11/5/95,

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI
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11/5/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-021S
WELL NUMBER: GW-184
M P M W f' H

LOCATION: Rogers Quarry

"^

INSPECTION DATE: 6/1/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Pxj Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^J

Replace Cap

fx]

Install/Repair Protective Posts

J

Extend or Repair Casing

f~j

Repair/Replace Hasp

__] Well Identification

•

Replace Lock

^

WeU Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

^]

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Concrete pad needs replacement, protective posts painted.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
6/9/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

PATE WORK COMPLETED:

11/7/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Pad replaced and posts repainted.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 11/7/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work completed as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
S9O1
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11/7/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-022S
WELL NUMBER: GW-321

LOCATION: Ash Disposal Basin

INSPECTION DATE: 3/15/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Fx] Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

p 3 Install/Repair Protective Posts

| j Extend or Repair Casing

|~1

Repair/Replace Hasp

[__] Well Identification

[~~|

Replace Lock

•

WeU Access

Q

WeU Rehabilitation

Q

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
This well needs pad and posts installed.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/9/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/14/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted, pad installed.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/16/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

sxn
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6/16/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-023S
Burial Grounds

WELL NUMBER: GW-047, GW-374

ILOCATION:

INSPECTION DATE: 6/13/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

n

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

[~]

Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

[*~j

Repair/Replace Hasp

|^_J

|

Extend or Repair Casing

Well Identification

[ [ ] Replace Lock

[Xj WeUAccess

Q

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Trees that have blown down in vicinity of well need removal and weed eating needs performed around site.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland DriUing Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/14/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/14/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Trees removed and weedeating performed as requested.

DATE INSPECTED: 6/14/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

awn
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6/14/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-024S
WELL NUMBER: GW-795

LOCATION: LLWAGSF

INSPECTION DATE: 6/13/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

r~j

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

[~~J

Install/Repair Protective Posts

~^2 Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Repair/Replace Hasp

"~1 Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

^

Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

^2

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Trees have blown down across road and need removal; weedeating needs performed around well site.

{MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/14/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/14/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Trees removed and weedeating performed as requested.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/15/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-24

6/15/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-025S
| WELL NUMBER: GW-729

LOCATION: Deer Trap 10 Road

iffiBIIIM^
INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 6/14/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

j"""| Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^]

Replace Cap

[""] Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Repair/Replace Hasp

~J

Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

J<j Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

"^] Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Access road for GW-729 needs regrading.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland DriUing Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/14/95

1DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/14/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Access road reworked as requested.

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 6/15/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

tarn
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6/15/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-026S
WELL NUMBER: GW-053

LOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 6/15/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Idenlificalion

Replace Lock

WeU Access

Well Rehabiliution

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Tree needs removal that has blown down across access road; needs weedeating around well site.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

6/15/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

6/15/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Trees were removed and site weed-eated as requested.

DATE INSPECTED: 6/15/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESGNEE
aaci
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6/15/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-027S
WELL NUMBER: See comments

LOCATION: See comments

INSPECTION DATE: 6/29/95

[INSPECTED BY: Rundle, McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

•

["*1 Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

Replace Cap
| Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

Well Access

WeU Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
The following wells need weed-eating; GW-290, GW-291, GW-288, GW-289, GW-248, GW-257, GW-624,
GW-014, GW-242; located in Burial Grounds. GW-236; located in S3 area. GW-005, GW-076, GW-087,
GW-066; located at Oil Landfarm.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

7/12/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

7/22/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Wells cleared as requested.

Randy Phillips

DATE INSPECTED: 8/1/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

own
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8/1/95

I
Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-028S
IWELL NUMBER: See comments

LOCATION: See comments

INSPECTION DATE: 7/12/95

INSPECTED BY: Rundle

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

[""{

Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

| Extend or Repair Casing

[""I

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Replace Lock

Well Access

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
The following wells have priority for weed-eating; Chestnut Ridge Security Pits; GW-181,511,742,743,610
608,177, 611,175,609. Sediment Disposal Basin; GW-159,304,731,732,156,303,241,158.
After these wells are completed, all remaining wells that are being sampled (listed in request no. 95-008S) need
to be checked again and cleared if needed.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

7/12/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

7/28/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Wells cleared as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI

D-28

8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-029S
WELL NUMBER: GW-043, GW-044

LOCATION: OilLandfarm

INSPECTION DATE: 7/11/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Poits

Q

Extend or Repair Cuing

f""|

Repair/Replace Hasp

•

Well Identification

[_J

Replace Lock

Q

Well Access

Q

WeU RehabiliUtion

[xj Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
A dead tree snag that is near well site needs to be cut and removed.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
7/12/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

7/13/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Dead tree was cut out of way as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/2/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
8M1
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8/2/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-030S
WELL NUMBER: GW-732

LOCATION: CRSDB

INSPECTION DATE: 7/19/95

INSPECTED BY: W.K.Jago

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad
[~|

Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

[""]

|""j Repair/Replace Hasp

Extend or Repair Casing
Well Identification

Replace Lock

Well Access

Well RehabiUution

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
This well needs to be redeveloped; water levels are declining and turbidity in samples is greatly increasing.
Well depth needs to be taped before and after swabbing; containment of purge water is NOT required.
Constructed depth of well 192.7 fL; 4' stainless completion with 10.0 fL screen.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

7/19/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

7/29/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Well was redeveloped as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 7/31/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Rehab work is satisfactory; SAIC has well development progress report.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
BM1
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7/31/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-031S
1 WELL NUMBER: See comments
MMHMMliifMiiM

ILOCATION: See comments

INSPECTION DATE: 7/18/95

INSPECTED BY: K-25 Samplers

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Rep«ir Concrete Pad

[""] Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Postt

| |

Extend or Repair Casing

I""! Repair/Replace Hasp

[ X | WeU Identification

|~~J Replace Lock

Q

WeUAcceis

Q J Well RehabiliUtion

Q

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
The following wells need ID tags installed: GW-791, GW-792 at Y-12 Plant site; GW-828, GW-829 at
west end of S3 area, GW-789 at Y-12 Plant site.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/25/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Tags were installed as requested.

Randy Phillips

DATE INSPECTED: 8/25/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

awn
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8/25/95

I
Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-032S
WELL NUMBER: GW-108, GW-109

LOCATION: Portal 33 at Y-12

wmmmkmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMmm
INSPECTION DATE: 7/18/95

INSPECTED BY: K-25 Samplers

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

[xj

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

H | Replace Cap

[~|

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

[__]

Repair/Replace Hasp

_j

Well Identification

["""] Replace Lock

[]

WeU Access

Q]

^2 Other

Well RehabiliUtion

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Old pads need to be broken out and new ones poured for these wells.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Pads were replaced as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/22/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
S3O1
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8/22/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-O33PS
WELL NUMBER: GW-127

ILOCATION: S3 Area

INSPECTION DATE: 8/3/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

|J{] Install/Repair Protective Posts

Ij

Extend or Repair Casing

[~~|

Repair/Replace Hasp

[__] Well Identification

•

Replace Lock

[XJ Well Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Q

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
GW-127 needs to have weeds cleared around site and protective posts painted.

IMAINTENANCE

PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
8/7/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/9/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted and weeds cleared.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
BM1
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8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-034S
LOCATION: OilLandfarm

LL NUMBER: See comments

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 8/3/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

[~|

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^]

Replace Cap

£x] Install/Repair Protective Posts

Q

Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Q

Well Identification

|~~| Replace Lock

[ ]

Well Access

Q

[ x j Other

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Rehabiliution

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
GW-005, GW-076, GW-008, and GW-363 need protective posts painted; GW-012 needs new Well Wizard pump
head for 2 inch stainless casing since the old one is broken.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

8/7/95

IDATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/10/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted and Well Wizard repaired as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESGNEE

DATE:

83C1
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8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-035S
LOCATION: Burial Grounds

| WELL NUMBER: GW-2S8, GW-259
IJMMHIlIittWW^

llNSPECTEDBY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 8/3/93
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

H3 Install/Repair Protective Posu

|

|

| Repair/Replace Hasp

j__] Well Identification

|

| Replace Lock

[""] WellAcceis

Q

| Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Protective posts need painting.

(MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
8/7/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

jDATEWORK COMPLETED:

8/10/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Painting performed as requested.

Randy Phillips

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-35

8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-036S
WELL NUMBER: GW-079, GW-080

LOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 8/8/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^

Replace Cap

[]|j Install/Repair Protective Posts

J

Extend or Repair Casing

Q

_J Well Identification

Repair/Replace Hasp

f"~] Replace Lock

^ ] WeU Access

Q

^2 Other

Well Rehabilitation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Paint protective posts.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland DriUing Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

8/7/95

[DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/9/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

D-36

8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-037S
WELL NUMBER: GW-642

ILOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 8/8/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

[~X] Install/Repair Protective Potts

|

Q

[__J Well Identification

Repair/Replace Hasp

| Extend or Repair Casing

[""] Replace Lode

•

WeU Access

Q

Q

Other

WeU Rehabilitation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Paint protective posts.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland DriUing Company
IDATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

8/7/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/10/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

8001
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8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-038S
WELL NUMBER: GW-082

LOCATION: Burial Grounds

INSPECTION DATE: 8/8/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^J

Replace Cap

fX] Install/Repair Protective Posts

_j

Extend or Repair Casing

Q

Repair/Replace Hasp

^j

Well Identification

["]

Replace Lock

^

Well Access

Qj

Well Rehabilitation

^]

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Paint protective posts and clear weeds at well site.

IMAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
8/8/95

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/14/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted and weeds cleared as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/31/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work performed as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESGNEE
BXJ1
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8/31/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-039S
ILOCATION: Burial Grounds

| WELL NUMBER: GW-249, GW-250
'
INSPECTION DATE: 8/8/95

|

llNSPECTEDBY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:
F~\ Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

p ( j Install/Repair Protective Po»U

PI

Extend or Repair Casing

|~~] Repair/Replace Hasp

|__j Well Identification

17] Replace Lock

[X] WeUAccess

Q

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Paint protective posts and clear weeds at well site.

(MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

8/7/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/9/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted and weeds cleared as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 8/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESGNEE
tarn
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8/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-040S
WELL NUMBER: GW-562

LOCATION: SPAD

INSPECTION DATE: 8/16/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

|~~| Build/Repair Concrete Pad

[]

f~J Install/Repair Protective Posts

_J Extend or Repair Casing

I""] Repair/Replace Hasp

_J Well Identification

P~l Replace Lock

Itj Well Access

Q

^J Other

Well Rehabilitation

Replace Cap

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Access road needs tree removed and weeds cleared.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

9/5/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

9/5/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Tree was removed and weeds cleared as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 9/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

DATE:

S3O1
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9/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-O41S
| WELL NUMBER: See comments

ILOCATION: See comments

INSPECTION DATE: 8/29/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

[""1 Install/Repair Protective Posts

[|

Extend or Repair Casing

|

Q

Well Identification

f~]

| Repair/Replace Hasp

•

Replace Lock

[x]

WeU Access

Q

WeU Rehabilitation

Q

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION: The following wells need weeds cleared in vicinity of well site:
Burial Grounds; GW-061, GW-095, GW-069, GW-070, GW-053, GW-704, GW-694, GW-695, GW-621
S3 Area; GW-236. Arboretum Wells; GW-171, GW-172, GW-230 (and access for these same wells needs cleared).

I M A I N T E N A N C E PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

8/29/95

feATE WORK COMPLETED:

8/31/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Cleared weeds on said wells as requested.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 9/11/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Woric is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
soot
D-41

9/11/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-042S
WELL NUMBER: GW-257, GW-248

LOCATION: Burial Grounds
jBUjiMIBJ
INSPECTED BY: McMaster

INSPECTION DATE: 10/18/95
MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

|~"| Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q ] Replace Cap

F^

Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

[""I

Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Well Identification

•

Replace Lock

Q

WeU Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

Q

Other

| Extend or Repair Casing

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Protective posts need painting.

{MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland DriUing Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

10/20/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

10/23/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts scraped and repainted.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 10/23/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work performed as requested.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
9M1
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10/23/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-O43S
| WELL NUMBER: GW-742

KXKTATION: CRSP

1

•ffllllilMlllili
INSPECTION DATE: 10/2/95

INSPECTED BY: K-25 Samplers, McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

Q

Install/Repair Protective Posts

| ~ | Extend or Repair Casing

Y~\ Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

Q

Well Access

Q

WeU RehabiUution

•

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Well access road off of Patrol Road needs some grading and smoothing.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

9/20/95

IDATE WORK COMPLETED:

10/6/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Road graded and smoothed as requested.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 10/6/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
001

D-43

10/6/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-044P
WELL NUMBER GW-122, GW-123

LOCATION: S3 Area

INSPECTION DATE: 10/19/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

[~|

Install/Repair Protective Posts

Extend or Repair Casing

f""|

Repair/Replace Hasp

Well Identification

Q

Replace Lock

WeU Access

Well Rehabiliution

Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
4 inch, steel cased wells need old caps removed and new caps and hasps installed.

IMAINTENANCE

PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company

DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

10/20/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

10/23/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed amd replaced caps on said wells.

Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 10/23/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMflstcr
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE

aun
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10/23/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-045S
| WELL NUMBER; GW-604

1LOCATION: New Hope Pond Area

INSPECTION DATE: 10/19/95

llNSPECTEDBY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

fxj Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

Replace Cap

Q

PI

Extend or Repair Casing

[""I Repair/Replace Hasp

[_]

Well Identification

|"~| Replace Lock

•

WeU Access

Q

Other

Q

Install/Repair Protective Po«tt

.

WeU Rehabilitation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Cracked pad needs removal and new one poured.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

1Q/2Q/95

IDATEWORK COMPLETED:

10/24/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed and replaced damaged pad.

DATE INSPECTED: 10/24/95

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster
INSPECTION COMMENTS:

Work is satisfactory.

APPROVED BY:
Bruce McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESK3NEE

DATE:

not
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10/24/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-046S
WELL NUMBER: GW-100

[LOCATION: S3 Area

INSPECTION DATE: 11/3/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Q

Q

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Replace Cap

f x ] Install/Repair Protective Posts

|

fn

Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Well Identification

Replace Lock

Q

Well Access

WeU Rehabilitation

Q

Other

|

Q

|

| Extend or Repair Casing

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Protective posts need paintintg.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
IDATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

10/25/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

11/9/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Posts painted as requested.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 11/9/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
SMI

D-46

11/9/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-047S
WELL NUMBER: GW-144, GW-143; GW-562

LOCATION: Kerr Hollow; SPAD

INSPECTION DATE: 11/10/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

Build/Repair Concrete Pad
[""I

Replace Cap

Install/Repair Protective Posts

["""] Extend or Repair Casing

Repair/Replace Hasp

Q

Replace Lock

[ x ] Well Access

Well RehabiliUtion

[ ] ] Other

Well Identification

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Tree needs removal from road to wells GW-143, and GW-144 at Kerr Hollow.
Trees need removal from road at GW-562 at SPAD area.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

11/8/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

11/13/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:

Trees removed as requested.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 11/13/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESGNEE
not
D-47

11/13/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-048S
WELL NUMBER: GW-729

LOCATION:

INSPECTION DATE: 11/18/95

INSPECTED BY: McMaster

Westbay Site, Deer Trap 10 Rd

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

r ]

Build/Repair Concrete Pad

^]

Replace Cap

J~\

Install/Repair Protective Posts

^

Extend or Repair Casing

r~j

Repair/Replace Hasp

^]

Well Identification

r~j

Replace Lock

1§

WeU Access

Q

Well Rehabilitation

"^] Other

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Large tree blown down across road which needs removal.

MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITIED:

11/21/95

ATE WORK COMPLETED:

11/27/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:

Tree sawed and removed over access road.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 11/27/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
Bruce W. McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
001

D-48

11/27/95

Y-12 GROUNDWATER PROTECTION PROGRAM
WELL MAINTENANCE REQUEST
REQUEST NO.: 95-O49S
WELL NUMBER: GW-208

ILOCATION: ScarboroRd

INSPECTION DATE: 11/28/95

IINSPECTEDBY: McMaster

MAINTENANCE TO BE PERFORMED:

|~~| Build/Repair Concrete Pad

Q

[~J Install/Repair Protective Posts

[~] Extend or Repair Casing

f~|

£J

Repair/Replace Hasp

Replace Cap

Well Identification

| ~ I Replace Lock

("I Well Access

£2

jjfj Other

Well RehabiUtation

COMMENTS/EXPLANATION:
Packer in well needs removal for sampling.

[MAINTENANCE PERFORMED BY: Highland Drilling Company
DATE REQUEST SUBMITTED:

12/1/95

DATE WORK COMPLETED:

12/7/95

MAINTENANCE WORK PERFORMED:
Removed packer on 12/4; replaced on 12/7/95.
Randy Phillips

MAINTENANCE INSPECTED BY: McMaster

DATE INSPECTED: 12/7/95

INSPECTION COMMENTS:
Work is satisfactory.

DATE:

APPROVED BY:
McMaster
PROJECT MANAGER GWPP OR DESIGNEE
soot

D-49

12/7/95
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